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VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORDING
Please note that Midwest Reliability Organization (MRO) may make a video and/or an audio recording of
this organizational group meeting for the purposes of making this information available to board members,
members, stakeholders and the general public who are unable to attend the meeting in person.
By attending this meeting, I grant MRO:
1. Permission to video and/or audio record the meeting including me; and
2. The right to edit, use, and publish the video and/or audio recording.
3. I understand that neither I nor my employer has any right to be compensated in connection with the
video and/or audio recording or the granting of this consent.
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MRO ORGANIZATIONAL GROUP GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These MRO Organizational Group Guiding Principles complement charters. When the Principles are
employed by members, they will support the overall purpose of the organizational groups.
Organizational Group Members should:
1. Make every attempt to attend all meetings in person or via webinar.
2. Be responsive to requests, action items, and deadlines.
3. Be active and involved in all organizational group meetings by reviewing all pre-meeting materials and
being focused and engaged during the meeting.
4. Be self-motivating, focusing on outcomes during meetings and implementing work plans to benefit
MRO and MRO’s registered entities.
5. Ensure that the organizational group supports MRO strategic initiatives in current and planned tasks.
6. Be supportive of Highly Effective Reliability Organization (HEROTM) principles.
7. Be supportive of proactive initiatives that improve effectiveness and efficiency for MRO and MRO’s
registered entities.
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MEETING AGENDA
Agenda Item

1

Call to Order
Carl Stelly, Chair

a. Determination of Quorum and Introductions
b. Standards of Conduct and Anti-Trust Guidelines
c. Robert’s Rules of Order

2

Advisory Council Logistics
Desirée Sawyer, CMEP Advisory Council Staff Support

a.
b.
c.
d.

3

Collaboration Site
Work Plan/Action Items
Minutes
Self-Certification Worksheet Review

Consent Agenda

a. CMEPAC 2020 Q3 Minutes
Carl Stelly, Chair

b. CMEPAC 2020 Q4 Minutes Public and Closed
Carl Stelly, Chair

c. MRO Standards Process Manual
Carl Stelly, Chair

d. Uncontested Chair/Vice Chair
Jeff Norman, CMEP Advisory Council Technical Liaison

4

2021 Work Plan
Carl Stelly, Chair

Break – 10:30 a.m.
5

2021 CMEP Conference Planning
Carl Stelly, Chair

Lunch – 12:00 p.m.
6

CMEPAC Monthly Calls
Teri Pyle, Vice Chair

7

AskCMEPAC
Teri Pyle, Vice Chair

Break – 2:00 p.m.
8

Readiness Assessment Pilot
Jess Syring, Compliance Manager, CIP

9

Standing Reports
a. NERC Compliance and Certification Committee (NERC CCC)
Thad Ness, CMEPAC and NERC CCC Member
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b. NERC Standards Review Forum (NSRF)

Joe DePoorter, Chair NSRF, CMEPAC Member

c. Mid-Continent Compliance Forum (MCCF)
Mark Buchholz, CMEPAC and MCCF Member

d. SPP Reliability Compliance Advisory Group (RCAG)
Mark Buchholz, CMEPAC and RCAG Member

10 Review of Action Items

Desirée Sawyer, CMEP Advisory Council Staff Support

11 Other Business and Adjourn
Carl Stelly, Chair
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AGENDA 1
Call to Order and Introductions
a. Determination of Quorum and Introductions - Roster
Speaker
Name

Role

Company

Term

Carl Stelly

Chair

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.

12/31/2021

Terri Pyle

Vice Chair

Oklahoma Gas and Electric

12/31/2023

Andy Crooks

Member

Saskatchewan Power Corporation

12/31/2022

Eric Ruskamp

Member

Lincoln Electric System

12/31/2023

Joseph DePoorter

Member

Madison Gas & Electric

12/31/2021

Mahmood Safi

Member

Omaha Public Power District

12/31/2022

Mark Buchholz

Member

Western Area Power Administration

12/31/2022

Matt Caves

Member

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative

12/31/2022

Mike Smith

Member

Manitoba Hydro

12/31/2021

Paul Mehlhaff

Member

Sunflower Electric Power Cooperative

12/31/2022

Sharon Koller

Member

American Transmission Company

12/31/2021

Thad Ness

Member

Northern States Power Company d/b/a Xcel Energy

12/31/2023

Theresa Allard

Member

Minnkota Power Cooperative

12/31/2023

Tiffany Lake

Member

Evergy, Inc.

12/31/2023

Tracey Stewart

Member

Southwestern Power Administration

12/31/2021
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AGENDA 1
Call to Order and Introductions
b. Standards of Conduct and Anti-Trust Guidelines
Speaker

Standards of Conduct Reminder:

Standards of Conduct prohibit MRO staff, committee, subcommittee, and task force members from sharing
non-public transmission sensitive information with anyone who is either an affiliate merchant or could be a
conduit of information to an affiliate merchant.

Anti-trust Reminder:

Participants in Midwest Reliability Organization meeting activities must refrain from the following when
acting in their capacity as participants in Midwest Reliability Organization activities (i.e. meetings,
conference calls, and informal discussions):
•
•
•
•
•

Discussions involving pricing information; and
Discussions of a participants marketing strategies; and
Discussions regarding how customers and geographical areas are to be divided among
competitors; and
Discussions concerning the exclusion of competitors from markets; and
Discussions concerning boycotting or group refusals to deal with competitors, vendors, or suppliers.
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AGENDA 1
Determination of Quorum
c. Robert’s Rules of Order
Speaker

Parliamentary Procedures. Based on Robert’s Rules of Order, Newly Revised, Tenth Edition
Establishing a Quorum. In order to make efficient use of time at MRO organizational group meetings, once
a quorum is established, the meeting will continue, however, no votes will be taken unless a quorum is present
at the time any vote is taken.
Motions. Unless noted otherwise, all procedures require a “second” to enable discussion.
When you want to…

Procedure

Debatable

Comments

Raise an issue for
discussion

Move

Yes

The main action that begins a debate.

Revise a Motion
currently under
discussion

Amend

Yes

Takes precedence over discussion of
main motion. Motions to amend an
amendment are allowed, but not any
further. The amendment must be
germane to the main motion, and
cannot reverse the intent of the main
motion.

Reconsider a Motion
already resolved

Reconsider

Yes

Allowed only by member who voted
on the prevailing side of the original
motion. Second by anyone.

End debate

Call for the Question
or
End Debate

No

If the Chair senses that the committee
is ready to vote, he may say “if there
are no objections, we will now vote
on the Motion.” Otherwise, this motion
is not debatable and subject to
majority approval.

Record each
member’s vote on a
Motion

Request a Roll Call
Vote

No

Takes precedence over main motion.
No debate allowed, but the members
must approve by majority.

Postpone
discussion until
later in the meeting

Lay on the Table

Yes

Takes precedence over main motion.
Used only to postpone discussion
until later in the meeting.

Postpone discussion
until a future date

Postpone until

Yes

Takes precedence over main motion.
Debatable only regarding the date
(and time) at which to bring the
Motion back for further discussion.
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Remove the motion
for any further
consideration

Postpone indefinitely

Yes

Takes precedence over main motion.
Debate can extend to the discussion
of the main motion. If approved, it
effectively “kills” the motion. Useful
for disposing of a badly chosen
motion that cannot be adopted or
rejected without undesirable
consequences.

Request a
review of
procedure

Point of order

No

Second not required. The Chair or
secretary shall review the
parliamentary procedure used during
the discussion of the Motion.

Notes on Motions
Seconds. A Motion must have a second to ensure that at least two members wish to discuss the issue. The
“seconder” is not required to be recorded in the minutes. Neither are motions that do not receive a second.
Announcement by the Chair. The chair should announce the Motion before debate begins. This ensures
that the wording is understood by the membership. Once the Motion is announced and seconded, the
Committee “owns” the motion, and must deal with it according to parliamentary procedure.
Voting
Voting Method

When Used

How Recorded in Minutes

When the Chair senses that the
Committee is substantially in
agreement, and the Motion needed
little or no debate. No actual vote is
taken.

The minutes show “by unanimous
consent.”

Vote by Voice

The standard practice.

The minutes show Approved or Not
Approved (or Failed).

Vote by
Show of
Hands (tally)

To record the number of votes on
each side when an issue has
engendered substantial debate or
appears to be divisive. Also used
when a Voice Vote is inconclusive.
(The Chair should ask for a Vote by
Show of Hands when requested by
a member).

The minutes show both vote totals, and
then Approved or Not Approved (or
Failed).

Vote by Roll Call

To record each member’s vote.
Each member is called upon by the
Secretary, and the member
indicates either

The minutes will include the list of
members, how each voted or abstained,
and the vote totals. Those members for
which a “Yes,” “No,” or “Present” is not
shown are considered absent for the vote.

“Yes,” “No,” or “Present” if
abstaining.
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Notes on Voting.
Abstentions. When a member abstains, he/she is not voting on the Motion, and his/her abstention is not
counted in determining the results of the vote. The Chair should not ask for a tally of those who abstained.
Determining the results. A simple majority of the votes cast is required to approve an organizational
group recommendations or decision.
“Unanimous Approval.” Can only be determined by a Roll Call vote because the other methods do not
determine whether every member attending the meeting was actually present when the vote was taken, or
whether there were abstentions.
Electronic Votes – For an e-mail vote to pass, the requirement is a simple majority of the votes cast during
the time-period of the vote as established by the Committee Chair.
Majorities. Per Robert’s Rules, as well as MRO Policy and Procedure 3, a simple majority (one more than
half) is required to pass motions.
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AGENDA 2
Advisory Council Logistics

Desirée Sawyer, CMEPAC Technical Support Staff

Action

Information

Report

Desirée Sawyer will provide an overview to the advisory council members to walk them through logistics for
being members of this council. The presentation is available for CMEPAC members on the CMEPAC
Collaboration Site.
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AGENDA 3
Consent Agenda
a. CMEPAC 2020 Q3 Minutes
Chair Carl Stelly

Action

Vote to Approve or Disapprove 2020 Q3 Meeting Minutes as written.

Report

The 2020 Q3 Meeting Minutes start on the next page.

Draft Minutes of the CMEP Advisory Council Meeting
WebEx
September 16, 2020 from 8:15 a.m. to 3:07 p.m. Central
1. Call to Order and Determination of Quorum
Council Chair Carl Stelly called the meeting to order at 8:15 a.m. Chair Stelly extended a warm
welcome to all attendees, roll call was taken and introductions were made. Chair Stelly provided
logistics of the virtual meeting and thanked everyone for their cooperation and extended thanks to
MRO staff for their participation.
The meeting secretary determined that a quorum was present. A complete list of attendees is included
as Exhibit A. Pursuant to Policy and Procedure 4, MRO’s Standards of Conduct, Conflict of Interest
and Anti-Trust Guidelines were presented by Chair Stelly. Chair Stelly referred to Robert’s Rules that
are included in the packet and asked for any other business that the CMEPAC needs to discuss.
2. Standards Process Manual
Chair Stelly provided an overview of the report submitted by the Manager of Registration, Certification
and Standards on the MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process Manual. Chair Stelly recommended
that the group review this document, noting the focus of the review is to update any references of the
Standards Committee to the CMEPAC. Once the review is complete, a vote to recommend the revised
manual to the OGOC for approval will be called. Discussion ensued.
3. Subject Matter Expert Team (SMET) Standard Application Guide Process
Chair Stelly provided an overview of the SMET Standard Application Guide Process to the CMEPAC.
Chair Stelly asked the group for any comments or suggestions, and hearing none, a motion was made
to recommend the process as drafted to the OGOC for approval.
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the CMEPAC unanimously voted to recommend the SMET
Application Guide Process to the OGOC for approval as drafted.
4. Subject Matter Expert Team (SMET) Charter
Chair Stelly provided an overview of the SMET Charter redline included in the packet, noting the
changes are basic administrative changes. Chair Stelly asked for any other changes or edits to the
document, and hearing none, a motion was made to recommend the SMET Charter as redlined to the
OGOC for approval.
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the CMEPAC unanimously voted to recommend the SMET
Charter to the OGOC for approval as redlined.
5. Feedback
a. The Internal Controls Webinar feedback was presented. While the feedback provided was very
good, the amount of feedback is light and Chair Stelly noted that trying to increase the percentage
of feedback should be a focus of the CMEPAC. Discussion ensued.
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b. The CMEP Conference feedback was presented noting attendance was large with 238
connections, again, with a small percentage of those attendees providing feedback. Of that
feedback, the majority was favorable. Stelly extended thanks to all who participated in the
conference and asked the group to consider how we can increase feedback responses. He further
noted that contributions from within the CMEPAC is encouraged. Discussion ensued.
Chair Stelly highlighted the suggestion for internal controls in the feedback, and asked whether it
could be a continued presentation topic. Stelly commented that perhaps the audience still has an
appetite for presentation on this topic even if the CMEPAC thinks the topic is saturated. The cost
benefit analysis of internal controls was mentioned as a possible topic since the determination of
the cost benefit of internal controls is not entirely clear. Recognition of the fact that not all benefits
will be realized in audit scope alone was mentioned. An opportunity to reach out to other Advisory
Councils to have a facilitated session with security and reliability experts to talk about internal
controls in a different way as there is much more to gain that just from a compliance standpoint.
Discussion ensued.
The council recessed for break at 9:52 a.m. and reconvened at 10:10 a.m. Central
6. Work Plan Updates
a. Status of all Work Plan Items were outlined and discussed and updates made as necessary.
Discussion ensued.
b. CMEPAC Monthly Call. Kick off call was highlighted noting attendee numbers and length of the
call. Chair Stelly received feedback directly and mentioned to better the call, locking down
registration to MRO registered entity members only is recommended. Discussion ensued. The date
and timeframe of the call was discussed. It was proposed to have the call for one hour on the
second Tuesday of each month at 3:00 p.m. central. Chair Stelly asked for volunteers to facilitate,
noting that a template agenda and speaking notes will aid the volunteer. A suggestion to defer the
next monthly call to October to have logistics in place will be taken offline.
c. Webinars 2020. Four suggested topics for webinars from the work plan were highlighted.
Discussion ensued.
d. Newsletter Articles 2020. Suggested topics were presented. Discussion ensued.
e. Outreach Calendar. Chair Stelly mentioned that an outreach calendar was created to visualize
progress and identify any gaps regarding outreach activities. The calendar was presented and an
overview provided. Discussion ensued.
The council recessed for break at 11:31 a.m. and reconvened at 11:36 a.m. Central
7. OGOC Meeting Prep
Chair Stelly led the CMEPAC in discussion to prepare for the meeting with the OGOC. Stelly
emphasized the importance of the CMEPAC engaging with the OGOC in solid discussion and for the
council to utilize the time to its advantage. Discussion ensued.
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The council recessed for lunch at 12:16 p.m. and reconvened at 1:00 p.m.
8. Meeting with OGOC
Chair Stelly welcomed the OGOC members and guests into the CMEPAC meeting and thanked the
OGOC for the opportunity to meet with them. Chair Stelly provided the OGOC with an update on the
CMEPAC monthly call and askCMEPAC exploder e-mail. Chair Stelly stressed that neither the call nor
the email exploder are designed to offer an entity a determination on whether they are compliant or not
with the NERC Reliability Standards.
Chair Stelly noted that as the work of the CMEPAC is being conducted it is clear that the council is
inherently inserted in a position between the regulated and the regulator, which has made deliverables
more difficult to produce in a timetable that is appropriate for the end users. Discussion ensued.
Chair Stelly mentioned that this discussion will be continued at the CMEPAC and brought back to the
OGOC in the future. Chair Stelly thanked the OGOC for the opportunity to meet with them.
The council recessed for break at 2:00 p.m. and reconvened at 2:15 p.m. Central
9. Standing Reports
a. NERC Compliance and Certification Committee (NERC CCC). Chair Stelly noted that the NERC
CCC will meet next week and the NERC CCC representative will provide a written report after that
meeting has concluded.
b. NERC Standards Review Forum. Chair Stelly directed everyone to the report provided by Joe
DePoorter in the packet. DePoorter thanked Sharon Koller for her participation and noted the
NSRF is slowing down a bit and some future meetings will be canceled.
c. Mid-Continent Compliance Forum (MCCF). CMEPAC Member and MCCF member Buchholz
provided a written report, which was included in the agenda packet.
d. SPP RC Working Group (SPPRCWG). CMEPAC Member and SPPRCWG member Buchholz
provided a written report, which was included in the agenda packet. Buchholz noted the shift of the
SPP RCWG to the SPP RC Advisory Group (SPPRCAG). RCWG is working diligently to come up
with scoping document for new advisory group, so more to come.
10. AskCMEPAC Language for Articles/Webinars/Presentations
Chair Stelly asked for language to consistently promote the askcmepac exploder email in future
outreach conducted by the advisory council. Discussion ensued. Stelly provided draft language for the
promotion of the email to the CMEPAC to get the process started and asked for volunteers to assist in
finalizing this language.
11. Proposed 2021 CMEPAC Meeting Dates
Desirée Sawyer, CMEP Advisory Council Staff Support presented the proposed meeting dates for
2021 to the advisory council members. Discussion ensued.
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Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the CMEPAC unanimously approved the meeting dates as
presented.
12. Review of Action Items
Desirée Sawyer, CMEP Advisory Council Staff Support went over the open action items, as well as the
action items captured during today’s meeting. Discussion ensued.
13. Other Business and Adjourn
Having no further business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 3:07 p.m. Central.
Prepared by: Dana Klem, RCS and RAPA Administrator and Desirée Sawyer, CMEP Advisory Council
Staff Support
Reviewed and Submitted by: Jeff Norman, Director Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement, Tasha
Ward, Senior Counsel and Director of External Affairs, and William Steiner, Director of Risk Assessment
and Mitigation.
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Exhibit A – Meeting Attendees
Advisory Council Members Present
Name

Company, Role

Carl Stelly, Chair, CMEPAC

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.

Terri Pyle, Vice Chair,
CMEPAC
Andy Crooks, CMEPAC

Oklahoma Gas and Electric

Eric Ruskamp, CMEPAC

Lincoln Electric System

Fred Meyer, CMEPAC

The Empire District Electric Company

Joseph DePoorter, CMEPAC

Madison Gas & Electric

Mark Buchholz, CMEPAC

Western Area Power Administration

Matt Caves, CMEPAC

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative

Mike Smith, CMEPAC

Manitoba Hydro

Olivia Russell, CMEPAC

NextEra Energy

Paul Mehlhaff, CMEPAC

Sunflower Electric Power Cooperative

Sharon Koller, CMEPAC

American Transmission Company

Thad Ness, CMEPAC

Northern States Power Company d/b/a Xcel Energy

Tracey Stewart, CMEPAC

Southwestern Power Administration

Saskatchewan Power Corporation

MRO Staff
Name

Title

Dana Klem

RCS and RAPA Administrator

Desirée Sawyer

Compliance Monitoring Coordinator

Jeff Norman

Director, Compliance Monitoring

Tasha Ward

Senior Counsel and Director of External Affairs

William Steiner

Director of Risk Assessment and Mitigation
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Guests
Name

Company

David Rudolph

Basin Electric Power Cooperative

Larry Brusseau

Corn Belt Power Cooperative

Mark Hardaway

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative

Tina Adams

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Organizational Group Oversight Committee Members and Guests

Name

Organization

Lloyd Linke, Chair

Western Area Power Administration

Keri Glitch, Vice Chair

Midcontinent Independent System Operator

Bryan Clark

MRO, Director of Reliability Assessments and Performance Analysis

Dehn Stevens

MidAmerican Energy Corporation

Dr. Paul Barber

Independent Director

Gordon Pietsch

Great River Energy

Jeanne Tisinger

Independent Director

Jennifer Flandermeyer

Regional Director, Evergy, Inc.

Jessie Mitchell

MRO, Stakeholder Relations and Communications Principal

JoAnn Thompson

Otter Tail Power Company

Paul Roehr

American Transmission Company

Paul Crist

Lincoln Electric System

Richard Burt

MRO, Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer

Steen Fjalstad

MRO, Security and Mitigation Principal

Tony Clark

Manitoba Hydro

Michael Desselle

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
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AGENDA 3
Consent Agenda
b. CMEPAC 2020 Q4 Minutes
Chair Carl Stelly

Action

Vote to Approve or Disapprove 2020 Q4 Meeting Minutes as written.

Report

The 2020 Q4 Public Meeting Minutes start on the next page. The 2020 Q4 Closed Meeting Minutes are
available on the CMEPAC Collaboration site.

Draft Minutes of the CMEP Advisory Council Meeting
WebEx
November 19, 2020 from 10:04 a.m. to 2:29 p.m. Central
1. Call to Order and Determination of Quorum
Council Chair Carl Stelly called the meeting to order at 10:04 a.m. Chair Stelly extended a warm
welcome to all attendees, roll call was taken and introductions were made. Chair Stelly provided
logistics of the virtual meeting and thanked everyone for their cooperation and extended thanks to
MRO staff for their participation.
The meeting secretary determined that a quorum was present. A complete list of attendees is included
as Exhibit A. Pursuant to Policy and Procedure 4, MRO’s Standards of Conduct, Conflict of Interest
and Anti-Trust Guidelines were presented by Chair Stelly. Chair Stelly referred to Robert’s Rules that
are included in the packet and asked for any other business that the CMEPAC needs to discuss.
A closed session will occur at the end of this meeting to continue the discussion from the closed
meeting held at 9:00 a.m. on November 19, 2020.
2. Subject Matter Expert Team (SMET) Update
Russ Mountjoy, SMET Technical Liaison and Manager of Registration, Certification and Standards
provided an update on the SMETs and an overview of the written report included in the Agenda packet.
Mountjoy noted that two Standard Application Guides (SAGs) MOD-025-2 and CIP-010-2 were
recently submitted for ERO for endorsement but were not approved. The explanation was given as to
why they were not endorsed, further noting that only 56% of SAGS submitted to NERC are endorsed.
Mountjoy mentioned recent surveys sent by NERC, and that the results of those surveys were provided
on a webinar November 18, 2020. He further noted that in order to increase the numbers for
endorsement, NERC is implementing some changes to the SAG process. A new template will be
presented for all authorized groups to use for submission. NERC will also use a template to assess the
submitted guidance. There is a lot of effort being put into these guides, and even though they are not
endorsed by the ERO, they have been vetted by the SMET, MRO, and the CMEPAC and will be
posted on MRO’s website.
A question was posed that; if an MRO member uses the posted application guides will deference be
given to those guides. If an entity is following developed guidance, it will be taken into consideration for
compliance purposes.
3. Self-Certification Worksheet Feedback
Desirée Sawyer, CMEPAC Staff Support provided an overview of the Self-Certification Worksheet
feedback. Background on this information was provided to the guests on the call. Sawyer noted that
the last review done was for PRC-005 and CIP-003, which was reviewed and incorporated. There will
be no review for Quarter 4 of 2020, as the Quarter 2 self-certification was split over 2 quarters since it
was quite large. The 2021 self cert schedule will be posted within the next week as it was just finalized.
If you do not receive notification the self cert was not issued to you. Even though clarification will be
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provided to the entities on the self-certifications, you are more than welcome to contact Desiree
Sawyer for clarification at any time.
4. CMEPAC Monthly Calls
a. Metrics. Chair Stelly provided an overview of the monthly call metrics included in the packet.
Currently 75 individuals have registered for the calls. Stelly mentioned that in addition to some of
the other platforms the CMEPAC uses for outreach to stakeholders, the council has added two new
outreach platforms. One is the monthly call which so far the council has had three. The calls
started at 30 minutes which proved to not be long enough so they will be scheduled for one hour
going forward on the second Tuesday of each month from 3:00 – 4:00 p.m. central. The CMEPAC
agreed to use this on a trial basis as an opportunity to engage and share ideas and it’s a great
opportunity to engage with the council. MRO staff is typically not on the call with the exception of
Desiree Sawyer who assists, but not in a compliance role. Stelly urged the members to please
bring concerns the council can assist with, and to also suggest future topics for this call or other
outreach as well. These calls are for registered entities in the MRO region only, the entity does not
have to be a member of MRO. This is an open and candid environment.
b. Feedback. Carl Stelly provided an overview of feedback received from the monthly calls as
provided in the Agenda packet. So far the feedback is fairly supportive and positive. If the time is
not viewed as positive or with any real engagement, the calls will not continue. The survey
feedback is showing that the calls are well received and increasing in participation. Stelly extended
gratitude to the council for sharing their responses to the survey to open up discussion items. Stelly
stressed that people can use the link in the feedback form from the call or send an email to
AskCMEPAC. One of the goals set in discussion with MRO staff and the OGOC, is that the
CMEPAC wants to take the lead in upcoming standards. Survey others to see what they are doing,
these results will not ever be endorsed but the feedback is valuable to MRO to see what the REs
are thinking. The CMEPAC will use the survey outside of the CMEPAC and the monthly calls for
future effective standards to point out best practices. To take a proactive approach by gathering
feedback on upcoming standards it was suggested adding those as a standing agenda item. Stelly
asked for input on any outreach that people think would be beneficial and utilize the call or email to
submit those.
Pyle liked the idea to add the upcoming standards to the standing agenda. DePoorter gave an
update on the upcoming standards and asked about providing guidance on retired standards.
5. AskCMEPAC
a. Received E-mails. Chair Stelly provided an overview of the email inbox. He explained this is a new
initiative suggested by CMEPAC members, since, if we are going to help stakeholders we need
more available avenues. The email address is AskCMEPAC@mro.net and is open for anyone to
pose a question, concerns, or future topics for discussion or outreach. Very few questions have
been submitted thus far, but the CMEPAC is still promoting the email so it can grow in the future.
Stelly cautioned the council with one primary caveat, the CMEPAC will not weigh in on your
compliance, so any specific compliance questions will be redirected. Council Member DePoorter
mentioned promotion of the AskCMEPAC email and monthly calls, he suggested adding this
information to the announcements and hot topics that are sent from MRO. Pyle suggested an
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invitation to the next SAC or RAC meetings to promote these initiatives and adding this information
to the MRO welcome packet was also suggested.
Stelly further explained that the process is not yet final but data from a few questions is located on
the collaboration site, so the Council is able to look at previous emails. There is a policy in draft
form, the council will triage the email and try to determine which sub teams would be better
equipped to look at the questions, CIP, Operations or Compliance. Leaders are in place for the sub
teams with potential new members being added in 2021. The team lead is asked to work with the
sub team to provide a draft response after a consensus is reached and that response is made
available to the entire CMEPAC, for an opportunity to weigh in, in case there are concerns. The
response is then submitted back to the requestor and are tracked on the collaboration site.
Norman provided examples where portions of the question are best channeled to MRO staff and
other portions to CMEPAC, and asked the council to keep in mind that he can be contacted for
further guidance. Since some of these questions would be submitted to HEROs it was mentioned
that perhaps a notice could be added to the initial response email that if you do not want your
question forwarded to HEROs please let us know. Another notice to be provided on the initial
response if you do not want your question shared on the monthly call (even anonymously) please
let us know.
6. 2021 CMEP Implementation Plan Webinar
Jeff Norman, CMEPAC Technical Liaison noted that the 2021 implementation plan is available from
NERC and has led to outreach opportunities. He asked the council if there is an industry need for the
2021 implementation plan and what it would look like. Mention was made of a webinar last week which
was very informative and answered a lot of questions. It was noted that changes to the Rules of
Procedure (ROP) will impact the CMEP IP. Discussion ensued.
Norman would offer a webinar in collaboration with the CMEPAC for early Q1 to address the
Implementation Plan. Outreach on CMEP IP is usually presented at the CMEP conference, what value
is that bringing if it is already documented on the NERC website. If a webinar would add value MRO is
supportive.
Good opener for a webinar from peers would still have the most questions about is the COP. There is
benefit and value to provide outreach specifically on COP even though it has been done before, it is
still garnering questions. Norman wants to also leverage the ERO webinar and work with the CMEPAC
on COP outreach. The webinar and documents provided with this ERO webinar were noted as
valuable. Links to these ERO products are below:
https://www.nerc.com/pa/comp/CAOneStopShop/ERO%20Enterprise%20COP%20Presentation%20Sli
des.pdf
https://www.nerc.com/pa/comp/CAOneStopShop/COP%20FAQ.pdf
The council recessed for lunch at 11:30 a.m. and reconvened at 12:00 p.m. Central
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7. CMEPAC 2020 Work Plan Update
Chair Stelly asked the CMEPAC for ideas and to reach out to the CMEPAC for upcoming topics.
Noting that 2020 provided a lot of good work. He extended gratitude to members and MRO Staff for
their efforts. Status of all Work Plan Items were outlined and discussed and updates made as
necessary. Discussion ensued. Chair Stelly encouraged all members of CMEPAC to review the work
plan on a more frequent basis to provide a more current plan.
8. Draft CMEPAC 2021 Work Plan
Chair Stelly led the CMEPAC in discussion to prepare the 2021 work plan for approval by the OGOC.
Discussion ensued.
The council recessed for break at 1:41 p.m. and reconvened at 2:00 p.m.
8. Standing Reports
a. NERC Compliance and Certification Committee (NERC CCC). MRO’s representative on the NERC
CCC resigned from their seat on the NERC CCC. Norman commented that MRO Leadership is
aware of this change and the proposed move forward is to have an MRO representative even if
there is not a seat if NERC approves the liaison instead of a seat. Council Member Thad Ness
provided a brief update as he attended the last meeting. Topics highlighted were the current work
plan and an overview of the reliability issues steering committee, and their risk assessment and
mitigation project. Ness mentioned the recorded ERO webinar on the COP and self-report and selflog reviews and that committees and subcommittee work are focusing on facility ratings with NERC
and FERC and functional modeling. Information gathering was a topic of discussion.
b. NERC Standards Review Forum. CMEPAC Member and NSRF Chair Joe DePoorter provided a
written report, which was included in the agenda packet. The NSRF meets every Wednesday,
according to current projects, he will determine whether the meeting needs to be held. There is
great participation on the meetings and voting recommendations on comments are completed.
Communication on SOLs is out for comment, and the NSRF has not yet received any. The next
project is the cold weather standard development. The EOP standard will be the larger discussion,
and will be pushed out in spring, which will consist of checking any cold weather measures in
place.
c. Mid-Continent Compliance Forum (MCCF). CMEPAC Member and MCCF member Buchholz
provided a written report, which was included in the agenda packet. Provided an overview noting
October 15, 2020 meeting, looking at agenda for regular steering committee meeting. Fall
workshop hosted on November 10, 2020, was well attended with over 185 registered attendees on
the webinar. He noted the various speakers at the workshop. The surveys from attendees will be
reviewed this afternoon, but seems to be positive comments so far.
d. SPP RC Working Group (SPPRCWG). CMEPAC Member and SPPRCWG member Buchholz
provided a written report, which was included in the agenda packet. Buchholz noted the 10/20
meeting and further noting, the next meeting will be December 14, 2020. The group is transitioning
to an advisory working group. The charter will be updated to accommodate that change. He
highlighted the outreach that was pushed out from that group.
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10. Review of Action Items
Desirée Sawyer, CMEP Advisory Council Staff Support went over the open action items, as well as the
action items captured during today’s meeting. Discussion ensued.
13. Other Business and Adjourn
Chair Stelly asked if there was any further business to discuss during the public meeting, hearing none,
the public meeting was adjourned at 2:29 p.m. Central.
Prepared by: Dana Klem, RCS and RAPA Administrator and Desirée Sawyer, CMEP Advisory Council
Staff Support
Reviewed and Submitted by: Jeff Norman, Director Compliance Monitoring.
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Exhibit A – Meeting Attendees
Advisory Council Members Present
Name

Company, Role

Carl Stelly, Chair, CMEPAC

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.

Terri Pyle, Vice Chair,
CMEPAC
Andy Crooks, CMEPAC

Oklahoma Gas and Electric

Eric Ruskamp, CMEPAC

Lincoln Electric System

Fred Meyer, CMEPAC

The Empire District Electric Company

Joseph DePoorter, CMEPAC

Madison Gas & Electric

Mahmood Safi

Omaha Public Power District

Mark Buchholz, CMEPAC

Western Area Power Administration

Matt Caves, CMEPAC

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative

Michael Brytowski

Great River Energy

Mike Smith, CMEPAC

Manitoba Hydro

Paul Mehlhaff, CMEPAC

Sunflower Electric Power Cooperative

Sharon Koller, CMEPAC

American Transmission Company

Thad Ness, CMEPAC

Northern States Power Company d/b/a Xcel Energy

Tracey Stewart, CMEPAC

Southwestern Power Administration

Saskatchewan Power Corporation

MRO Staff
Name

Title

Dana Klem

RCS and RAPA Administrator

Desirée Sawyer

Compliance Monitoring Coordinator

Jake Bernhagen

Senior Protection Systems Engineer

Jeff Norman

Director, Compliance Monitoring

Russ Mountjoy

Manager Registration, Certification and Standards
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Tasha Ward

Senior Counsel and Director of External Affairs

Uttam Adhikari

Risk Assessment & Mitigation Engineer

William Steiner

Director of Risk Assessment and Mitigation

Guests
Name

Company

Angela Wheat

Southwestern Power Administration

Brandi Fedmann

Nebraska Public Power District

Chuck Wickland

Otter Tail Power

Colleen Peterson
Cynthia Hammarlund

ACE O&M

Daniel Moore

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative

Darnez Gresham

MidAmerican Energy

David Heins

Omaha Public Power District

David Rudolph

Basin Electric Power Cooperative

Gail Elliott

ITC

Jeff McDiarmid

SPP

Jon Shipman

Omaha Public Power District

Joseph Knight

Great River Energy

Karen Demos

NextEra Energy Resources

Larry Brusseau

Corn Belt Power Cooperative

Larry Heckert

Alliant Energy, NSRF Vice Chair

Marc Gomez

Southwestern Power Administration

Mark Hardaway

Wester Farmers Electric Cooperative

Michael Ayotte

ITC

Shonda McCain

Omaha Public Power District

Terry Harbour

MidAmerican Energy
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Theresa Allard

Minnkota Power Cooperative

Tiffany Lake

Evergy

Tommy Drea

Dairyland Power Cooperative

Tina Adams

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
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Meeting Agenda – CMEP Advisory Council – February 9, 2021

AGENDA 3
Consent Agenda
c. MRO Standards Process Manual
Chair Carl Stelly

Action

Vote to recommend redline changes to the MRO Standards Process Manual to the OGOC for approval.

Report

The redline and clean versions of the MRO Standards Process Manual begin on the next page.

MRO
Regional Reliability Standards Process Manual

February ____, 2021
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Purpose
This manual defines the characteristics of a Midwest Reliability Organization (“MRO”) Regional Reliability Standard
and establishes the process for proposing Regional Reliability Standards to North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (“NERC”) for enforcement under direct or delegated authority as designated by the Energy Policy Act
of 2005 (“EPAct 2005”), Section 215 in the United States and applicable Canadian authorities. MRO is a CrossBorder Regional Entity (“CBRE”) as defined in EPAct 2005 and the final FERC reliability rule consistent with the
US-Canadian Bilateral principles. For more information on MRO, please refer to
http://www.midwestreliability.orgmro.net.
The MRO standards process is consensus-based, technically vetted, and open to the public and bordering entities
that may be impacted by a proposed Regional Reliability Standard of MRO. MRO Regional Reliability Standards
apply to the reliability planning, and operationplanning, operation, and security of bulk power systems located
within the MRO region. NERC as the Electric Reliability Organization (“ERO”) and the applicable regulatory
authorities in the United States and Canada will have the ability to enforce these standards

Authority
This manual is published by the authority of the MRO Board of Directors (“BOD”) who shall have the sole authority
to approve the modifications to this manual. A procedure for revising this manual is provided in section VII titled
“Maintenance of MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process.”

Credits
This manual was developed from the NERC Reliability Standards Development Procedure (available at
www.nerc.com). Thus, the MRO Regional Reliability Standards process is very similar to the NERC process and
the format is the same as the NERC Reliability Standard format.

Background
NERC and MRO work with all segments of the electric industry, including electricity end-users, to develop
standards for the reliable planning and operationplanning, operation, and security of bulk power systems. The
purpose of the NERC Reliability Standards is to promote reliability, while at the same time accommodating
competitive electricity markets.
EPAct 2005, Section 215 and NERC, ERO provide for Regional Entities (“RE”) to propose Regional Reliability
Standards to NERC for eventual enforcement within the region of the RE or CBRE. Regions (such as MRO) may
develop, through their own processes, regional reliability standards that; go beyond, add detail to, or cover matters
not addressed in NERC Reliability Standards. MRO Regional Reliability Standards are proposed to NERC for
approval and become enforceable, once approved by NERC and the applicable regulatory authorities in the United
States and Canada, as Reliability Standards.
MRO Regional Reliability Standards that are proposed shall not be inconsistent with, or less stringent than
established NERC Reliability Standards. All MRO Regional Reliability Standards obligate MRO to monitor and
enforce compliance and apply sanctions, if any, consistent with any regional agreements and the NERC rules.
Proposed MRO Regional Reliability Standards shall be subject to approval by NERC, as the ERO, and by
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applicable regulatory authorities in the United States and Canada, before becoming mandatory and enforceable.
No Regional Reliability Standard shall be effective within the MRO area unless approved by NERC and the
applicable regulatory authority in the United States or Canada.
MRO proposed Regional Reliability Standards, when approved by NERC and the applicable regulatory authorities
in the United States or Canada shall be made part of the body of NERC Reliability Standards and shall be enforced
upon applicable bulk power system owners, operators, and users within the MRO region as per applicable
delegation agreements.

MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARD DEFINITION, CHARACTERISTICS,
AND ELEMENTS
Definition of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard
A MRO Regional Reliability Standard defines certain obligations or requirements of entities that operate, plan, and
use the bulk power systems of the MRO region.
The Bylaws of MRO define a Reliability Standard as:
“Reliability Standard” means a NERC reliability standard, duly in effect, under the rules, regulations
and laws governing such standards, to provide for reliable operation of the Bulk-Power System.”

When proposing a Regional Reliability Standard in the MRO region, the obligations or requirements must be
material to reliability and be measurable.
Each MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall enable or support one or more of the NERC reliability principles,
thereby ensuring that each standard serves a purpose in support of the reliability of the regional bulk power
system. Each of those standards shall also be consistent with all of the NERC reliability principles, thereby
ensuring that no standard undermines reliability through an unintended consequence.
While MRO Regional Reliability Standards are intended to promote reliability, they must at the same time
accommodate electricity markets. All MRO Regional Reliability Standards shall be consistent with NERC’s market
interface principles. Consideration of the market interface principles is intended to ensure that standards are written
such that they achieve their reliability objective without causing undue restrictions or adverse impacts on electricity
markets.

Characteristics of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard
A MRO Regional Reliability Standard may include standards for the operation and planningplanning, operation,
and security of interconnected systems as well as market interface practices. The format and process defined by
this manual applies to all MRO Regional Reliability Standards.
A MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall have the following characteristics:
Material to Reliability - A MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall be material to the reliability of bulk power
systems in the MRO region. If the reliability of the bulk power systems is compromised without a particular
standard or by a failure to comply with that standard, then the standard is material to reliability.
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Measurable - A MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall establish technical or performance requirements that can
be practically measured.
Relative to NERC Reliability Standards - A MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall go beyond, add detail to, or
cover matters not addressed in already approved NERC Reliability Standards.

Elements of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard:
To ensure uniformity of MRO Regional Reliability Standards, a MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall consist of
the elements identified in Appendix C of this manual. However, the most current version of the approved NERC
Reliability Standard template and its associated elements posted on the NERC website will be used at the time of
the development of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard if different from the elements listed in Appendix C.
These elements are intended to apply a systematic discipline in the development and revision of MRO Regional
Reliability Standards. This discipline is necessary to achieving standards that are measurable, enforceable, and
consistent.
The format allows a clear statement of the purpose, requirements, measures, and penalties for non-compliance
associated with each standard.
All mandatory requirements of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall be within an element of the standard.
Supporting documents to aid in the implementation of a standard may be referenced by the standard but are not
part of the standard itself. Types of supporting documents are described in a later section of this manual.

ROLES IN THE MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS
Nomination, Revision or Withdrawal of a Standard:
Any member of MRO, or group within the MRO region, shall be allowed to request that a MRO Regional Reliability
Standard be developed, modified, or withdrawn. Additionally, any person (organization, company, government
agency, individual, etc.) who is directly and materially affected by the reliability of the MRO bulk power system shall
be allowed to request that a MRO Regional Reliability Standard be developed, modified, or withdrawn.
Process Roles
Board of DirectorsOrganizational Group Oversight Committee (OGOCBOD). The BOD OGOC will consider
MRO Regional Reliability Standards that have been approved by the Registered Ballot Body (“RBB”) and
recommended by the MRO Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program Advisory Council (CMEPAC) to be
proposed to NERC and the regulatory authorities for enforcement consistent with direct or delegated regulatory
authorities of MRO. Once the proposed MRO Regional Reliability Standard is approved by NERC and the
regulatory authorities, it becomes effective in the MRO region consistent with the MRO’s direct or delegated
regulatory authority.
The One mission of the CMEPAC is to assure that the compliance program and policies are followed according to
the rules and carried out in a non-discriminatory manner, subject to the BOD OGOC approval with MRO staff and
BOD OGOC oversight. The compliance program is designed around compliance with Reliability Standards. The
development of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard, in particular the measures and compliance administration
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portions of the standard, shall have direct input from the CMEPAC. The CMEPAC is also responsible for managing
the standards processes for the development of standards, VRFs, VSLs, definitions, variances, and interpretations
in accordance with this manual. The CMEPAC is responsible for ensuring that the standards, VRFs, VSLs,
definitions, variances, and interpretations developed by drafting teams are developed in accordance with the
processes in this manual and meet NERC’s benchmarks for reliability standards as well as criteria for
governmental approval 1.
The CMEPAC has the right to remand work to a drafting team, to reject the work of a drafting team, or to accept
the work of a drafting team. The CMEPAC may direct a drafting team to revise its work to follow the processes in this
manual, or to meet the criteria for NERC’s benchmarks for reliability standards, or to meet the criteria for
governmental approval. The CMEPAC meets at regularly scheduled intervals (either in person, or by other means)
and are open to all interested parties.
When presented with a Standard Authorization Request (SAR) the CMEPAC will determine if the SAR is sufficient
to guide standards development and whether the SAR is consistent with this manual. The CMEPAC will take one
of the following actions:
1. Accept the SAR.
2. Remand the SAR back to the standards staff for additional work.
3. Reject the SAR. If the CMEPAC rejects a SAR, it shall provide a written explanation
for rejection to the sponsor within fifteen business days of the rejection decision.
4. Delay action on the SAR pending development of a technical justification for the
proposed project
If the CMEPAC remands, rejects, or delays action on a SAR, the sponsor may file an appeal following the appeals
process provided in this manual.
If the CMEPAC is presented with a SAR that proposes developing a new standard but does not have a technical
justification upon which the standard can be developed, the CMEPAC shall direct the standards staff to post the
SAR for a 30-day comment period solely to collect stakeholder feedback on the scope of technical foundation, if
any, needed to support the proposed project. If a technical foundation is determined to be necessary, the CMEPAC
shall solicit assistance from MRO’s technical committees or other industry experts in providing that foundation
before authorizing development of the associated standard.
If the CMEPAC accepts a SAR, the CMEPAC shall work with the standards staff to coordinate the posting of the
SAR(s).
Compliance Manager (CM). - The Compliance Manager (CM), a MRO staff function, and the CMEPAC shall
provide input and comments during the standards development process to ensure the measures will be effective
and other aspects of the compliance program practically implemented.

1

The Ten Benchmarks of an Excellent Reliability Standard Ten Benchmarks of an Excellent Reliability Standard and
FERC’s Criteria for Approving Reliability Standards are posted on the NERC Standards Web Page.
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Standards Process Manager (SPM) - . This is a MRO staff function. The Standards Manager who will act as the
SPM shall manage the MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process. The SPM is responsible for ensuring that the
development and revision of standards is in accordance with this manual. The SPM works to ensure the integrity of
the process and consistency of quality and completeness of the MRO Regional Reliability Standards. The SPM
facilitates all steps in the process.
Standards Process Staff - MRO staff will assist the SC CMEPAC, SPM, Requester, and Standard Drafting Team
(SDT).
Registered Ballot Body (RBB) - The RBB comprises all entities that:
1. Qualify for one of the Industry Segments approved by the BOD 2, and
2. Are registered in the MRO RBB.
Each voter must be a member of the RBB - . Note: An individual's membership in the RBB will be in a “Pending”
stage immediately following registration; in order to be able to vote, your registration must be activated, and
activation may take up to 24 hours.
Each registered member of the RBB is eligible to participate in the voting process for each Standards Action (add,
change, or withdraw). However, each MRO RBB member (company) may have only one vote per eligible segment.
The RBB will ensure, through its vote, the need for and the technical merits of, a proposed Standards Action and
the appropriate consideration of views and objections received during the development process. The RBB votes to
approve each Standards Action.
The MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process relies on open and inclusive participation by the electric utility
industry and the interested public. Participation and voting is open to non-members of MRO; at this time there are
no fees for participation or voting.
Requester - A requester is any person or entity (organization, company, government agency, etc.) that submits a
complete request for development, revision, or withdrawal of a standard. Any person or entity that is directly and
materially affected by an existing standard or the need for a new standard may submit a completed SAR for any of
the three following actions; a new standard to be developed, a revision to an existing standard, or a withdrawal of an
existing standard.
SAR Drafting Team - A team of industry experts appointed by the SC CMEPAC, that:
1. Assists in refining the SAR,
2. Considers and responds to comments, and
3. Participates in industry forums to help build consensus on the SAR.
Standard Drafting Team (SDT) - A team of industry experts appointed by the SC CMEPAC, that:
1. Develops the details of the standard
2. Considers and responds to comments

2

Appendix D contains a description of the latest version of the Industry Segments approved by the Board of Directors.
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3. Participates in industry or regional forums to help build consensus on posted draft
standards
Sub-RegionalSub-regional Variance - : A sub-regionalsub-regional variance is an approved, alternative method of
achieving the reliability intent of one or more requirements in a standard. No Regional Entity or bulk power system
owner, operator, or user shall claim a sub- regional variance from a regional reliability standard without approval of
such a sub- regional variance through the relevant standard approval procedure for the sub- regional variance.
Each sub-regionalsub-regional variance from a regional reliability standard that is approved by NERC and
applicable governmental authorities shall be made an enforceable part of the associated regional reliability standard.
Regional drafting teams shall aim to develop standards with requirements that apply on a regional basis, minimizing
the need for sub-regionalsub-regional variances while still achieving the standard’s reliability objectives. If one or
more requirements cannot be met or complied with as written, because of a physical difference in the bulk power
system or because of an operational difference (such as a conflict with a Federally or Provincially approved tariff),
but the requirement’s reliability objective can be achieved in a different fashion, an entity or a group of entities may
pursue a sub-regionalsub-regional variance from one or more requirements in a regional standard. It is the
responsibility of the entity that needs a sub-regionalsub-regional variance to identify that need and initiate the
processing of that sub- regional variance through the submittal of a SAR. Such a sub-regionalsub-regional
variance may be proposed by a group of sub-regionalsub-regional entities in accordance with Step 1 of this
process manual. If approved by MRO, NERC and regulatory authorities, the sub- regional variance shall be
enforced within the MRO region pursuant to its delegated authority.

MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARDS CONSENSUS DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS OVERVIEW
The process for development of MRO Regional Reliability Standards to be proposed to NERC and regulatory
authorities for approval and eventual enforcement under direct or delegated authority is illustrated in the Process
Diagram in Appendix A and has the following characteristics:
Inclusive - . Any entity (person, organization, company, government agency, individual, etc.) with a direct material
interest in the bulk power system in the MRO area shall have a right to participate by: a) expressing a position and
its basis, b) having that position considered, and c) having the right to appeal.
Openness - . Participation is open to all persons who are directly and materially affected by the reliability of the
MRO region bulk power system. There shall be no undue financial barriers to participation. Participation shall not be
conditional upon membership in MRO or any organization, andorganization, and shall not be unreasonably
restricted on the basis of technical qualifications or other such requirements.
Balance - . The MRO Regional Reliability Standards Development Process shall have a balance of interests and
shall not be dominated by any two interest categories, and no single interest category shall be able to defeat a
matter.
Transparent - . All actions material to the development of MRO regional reliability standards shall be transparent.
All standards development meetings shall be open and publicly announced on the MRO Web site.
Timeliness - . The MRO Regional Reliability Standards Development Process does not unnecessarily delay
development of the proposed reliability standard.
Fair Due Process - . The MRO Regional Reliability Standards Development Process provides for reasonable
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notice and opportunity for public comment. The procedure includes public notice of the intent to develop a
standard, a public comment period on the proposed standard, due consideration of those public comments, and a
ballot of all persons who are directly and materially affected.
The MRO Regional Reliability Standards development process is intended to develop consensus, first on the need
for the standard, then on the standard itself. The process includes the following key elements:
Nomination of a proposed standard, revision to a standard, or withdrawal of a standard using a SAR.
Public posting of the SAR - to allow all parties to review and provide comments on the need for the proposed
standard and the expected outcomes and impacts from implementing the proposed standard. Notice of standards
shall provide an opportunity for participation by all directly and materially affected persons.
Review of the public comments - in response to the SAR and prioritization of proposed standards, leading to the
authorization to develop standards for which there is a consensus-based need.
Assignment of teams - to draft the new or revised standard.
Drafting of the standard.
Public posting of the draft standard - to allow all parties to review and provide comments on the draft standard.
At this point, the need for the standard has been established and comments should focus on aspects of the draft
standard itself.
Field testing of the draft standard and measures - : The need and extent of recommendations for field testing
shall be determined by the SDT and submitted through the SPM to the CMEPAC for approval. The SDT shall request
input from the MRO Standing Committee members.
•

Field-testing may be region-wide or may consist of one or more, lesser scale demonstrations, evaluations,
or other CMEPAC approved methods.

•

Field-testing should be cost effective and practical, yet sufficient to validate the requirements, measures,
measurement processes, and other elements of the standard necessary to implement the Compliance
Program.

•

For some standards and their associated measures, field-testing may not be appropriate, such as those
measures that consist of administrative reports.

Formal balloting of the standard for approval by the RBB.
Re-ballot to consider specific comments - by those submitting comments with negative votes.
Approval of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard.
Appeals mechanism as appropriate for the impartial handling of substantive and procedural complaints regarding action or inaction related to the standards process.
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Process Steps
The first three steps in the MRO Regional Reliability Standards Development Process serve to establish
consensus on the need for the standard.
Step 1 - Request to Develop a Standard, Revise Existing Standard or withdraw a Standard
Objective: A valid SAR shall contain a description of the proposed regional reliability subject matter containing
sufficient descriptive detail to clearly define the purpose, scope, impacted parties, and other relevant information of
the proposed standard. An example of a SAR form can be found in Appendix B.
Sequence Considerations: Submitting a valid SAR is the first step in proposing a standard action. A requester
may prepare a draft of the proposed standard, which the CMEPAC may authorize for concurrent posting with the
SAR. This could be useful for a standard action with a clearly defined and limited scope or one for which
stakeholder consensus on the need and scope is likely. Complex standards where broad debate of issues is
required should be, presented in two stages. The first stage is the completion of a valid SAR to get agreement on
the scope and purpose, the second stage is the development of the standard later in Step 6.
Requests to develop, revise, interpret, or withdraw a MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall be submitted to the
SPM by completing a SAR. Actions in the remaining steps of the standards process apply to proposed new
standards, revisions to existing standards, sub-regionalsub-regional variances, interpretations, or withdrawal of
existing standards, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
The SAR is a description of the subject matter of the new or revised standard along with a proposed
implementation plan and includes:
•

Descriptive detail to clearly define the scope of the standard.

•

A statement of the purpose of the standard

•

A needs statement that provides justification for the development or revision of the standard; including an
assessment of the reliability and market interface impacts of implementing or not implementing the
standard.

Appendix B provides a sample template of the SAR form.
The SPM shall maintain the SAR form and make it available electronically.
Any person or entity directly or materially affected by an existing standard or the need for a new or revised
standard may initiate a SAR.
The requester shall submit the SAR to the SPM electronically and the SPM shall electronically acknowledge receipt
of the SAR within 15 days. The SPM shall send the electronic acknowledgement simultaneously to the requester
and to NERC.
The SPM shall assist the requester in developing the SAR, reviewing NERC Reliability Standards to see whether
they already address the need, identify issues with interconnected regions, and verify that the SAR complies with
this manual. The SPM will respond to the requester within 45 days of the request.
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The SPM shall forward all properly completed SARs to the SCCMEPAC. The CMEPAC shall meet at established
intervals to review all pending SARs. The frequency of the review process will depend on workload; in no case shall
a properly completed SAR wait for CMEPAC action more than 60 days from the date of receipt.
Within 60 days of receipt of a completed standard request, the CMEPAC shall determine the disposition of the
standard request. The CMEPAC may take one of the following actions:
•

Accept the standard request as a candidate for development of a new standard, revision of an existing
standard, or deletion of an existing standard. The CMEPAC may, at its discretion, expand or narrow the
scope of the standard request under consideration. The CMEPAC shall prioritize the development of the
standard in relation to other proposed standards, as may be required based on the volume of requests and
resources.

•

Reject the standard request. If the CMEPAC rejects a standard request, a written explanation for rejection
will be delivered to the requester within 30 days of the decision.

•

Remand the standard request back to the requester for additional work. The SPM will make reasonable
efforts to assist the requester in addressing the deficiencies identified by the SCCMEPAC. The requester
may then resubmit the modified standard request using the process above. The requester may choose to
withdraw the standard request from further consideration prior to acceptance by the SCCMEPAC.

The status of the SAR shall be tracked electronically by the SPM. The SAR and its status shall be posted for public
viewing including any actions or decisions.
Step 2 - Solicit Public Comments on the SAR
Objective: Establish that there is stakeholder consensus on the need, scope, and applicability of the requester's
proposed standards' action.
Sequence Considerations: A SAR may be posted only after completion of Step 1. A SAR may at the discretion of
the SC CMEPAC, be posted for comment concurrently with a draft standard (Step 6).
Once a SAR has been accepted by the CMEPAC as a candidate for the development of a new or revised standard,
the SPM shall post the SAR for the purpose of soliciting public comments.
The SPM shall notify the RBB, the MRO region, NERC, and other interested parties that the SAR has been
accepted by the CMEPAC and posted for comment.
Within thirty (30) days of acceptance by the SC CMEPAC, the SAR shall be posted electronically and comments
on the SAR(s) will be accepted for a 30-day period from the date of posting. Comments will be accepted on-line.
The SPM will provide a copy of the comments to the requester. In addition, comments will be visible to the RBB
during the commenting period. Based on the comments, the requester may decide to: submit the SAR for
authorization, withdraw the SAR, or revise and resubmit it to the SPM for another posting in the next available
comment period.
The requester shall give prompt consideration to the written views and objections of all participants. The requester,
with support from the SPM or SPM assigned staff, shall make an effort to resolve all expressed objections and
shall advise each objector of the disposition of the objection and the reasons therefore. In addition, the SPM shall
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inform each objector that an appeals process exists within the MRO standards process.
While there is no established limit on the number of times a SAR may be posted for comment, the CMEPAC
retains the right to reverse its prior decision and reject a SAR if it believes continued revisions are not productive.
Once again, the CMEPAC shall notify the requester in writing of the rejection and the availability of the Appeals
Process. During the SAR comment process, the requester may become aware of potential sub-Regional regional
differences (within MRO) related to the proposed standard. To the extent possible, the requester should make any
sub-rRegional differences or exceptions a part of the SAR so that, if the SAR is authorized, such variations will be
made a part of the draft new or revised standard.
Step 3 - Authorization to Proceed With Drafting of a New or Revised Standard
Objective: Authorize development of a standard that is consistent with the SAR and for which there is stakeholder
consensus on the need, scope, and applicability.
Sequence Considerations: The CMEPAC may formally authorize the development of a standards' action only after
due consideration of SAR comments to determine there is consensus on the need, scope, and applicability of the
proposed standard.
After the public provides comments on the SAR, the requester may decide to submit the SAR to the CMEPAC for
authorization to draft the standard. The CMEPAC reviews the comments received in response to the SAR and any
revisions to the SAR. The SC CMEPAC, considering the public comments received and their resolution, may then
take one of the following actions:
•

Authorize the drafting of the proposed standard or revisions to a standard.

•

Reject the SAR with a written explanation to the requester and post that explanation.

If the CMEPAC rejects a SAR, the requester may file an appeal.
Step 4 – Formation of the SDT
Objective: Appoint a SDT that has the expertise, competencies, and diversity of views that are necessary to
develop the standard.
Sequence Considerations: The CMEPAC may appoint a SDT concurrently with or after authorization of the
development of a standard (Step 3).
For each new SAR, the SPM shall post a request that interested parties complete a ”SDT Self-Nomination” form.
Those individuals who complete and submit these self- nomination forms will be considered for appointment to the
associated SDT.
Once a SAR has been authorized by the CMEPAC to proceed to the drafting stage, the CMEPAC shall assign the
development of the standard to a SDT. The SPM shall recommend a list of candidates for appointment to the team
and shall submit the list to the SCCMEPAC. The CMEPAC shall appoint the drafting team membership within 60
days of accepting a standard request for development, modifying the recommendations of the SPM as the
CMEPAC deems appropriate, and assign development of the proposed standard to the drafting team. In the event
that the CMEPAC is unable to appoint a drafting team within 60 days, one shall be appointed at the earliest possible
date.
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The SDT shall elect a Chairman for their team. This team shall consist of individuals who collectively have the
necessary technical expertise and work process skills.
The SPM shall assign MRO Standards Process staff personnel to assist in the drafting of the standard.
Step 5 - Draft New or Revised Standard
Objective: Develop a standard within the scope of the SAR.
Sequence Considerations: Development of the draft standard follows the authorization by the CMEPAC (Step 3)
and appointment of a SDT (Step 4). Steps 5 and 6 may be iterated as necessary to consider stakeholder
comments and build consensus on the draft standard.
The drafting team shall develop a work plan for completing the regional reliability standard, including the
establishment of a milestone schedule for completing critical elements of the work in sufficient detail to ensure that
the drafting team will meet the objectives established by the SCCMEPAC. The drafting team shall submit its work
plan to the CMEPAC for its approval.
The drafting team shall convene periodically, either in person or by electronic means as necessary, to establish
work teams (made up of members of the drafting team) as necessary, and perform other activities to complete the
proposed standard within the milestone date(s) agreed upon by the SC CMEPAC.
The work product of the drafting team will consist of the following:
•

A draft standard consistent with the standard request on which it was based.

•

An assessment of the reliability impact of the standard request within the region and in neighboring regions,
including appropriate input from the neighboring regions if the standard request is determined to impact any
neighboring region.

•

An implementation plan, including the nature, extent and duration of field- testing needed, if any.

•

Identification of any existing standard that will be deleted, in part or whole, or otherwise impacted by the
implementation of the draft standard.

•

Technical reports, white papers and/or work papers that provide technical support for the draft standard
under consideration.

The team regularly (at frequency determined by the SCCMEPAC) shall inform the CMEPAC of its progress in
meeting a timely completion of the draft standard.
If the SDT determines that the scope of the SAR is inappropriate based on its own work and stakeholder
comments, the team shall notify the SCCMEPAC. The SDT may recommend the scope of the standard be reduced
to allow the effort to continue forward, while still remaining within the scope of the SAR. Reducing the scope defined
in the SAR is acceptable if the SDT finds, for instance, that additional technical research is needed prior to developing
a portion of the standard or if issues need to be resolved before consensus can be achieved on a portion of the
standard. In this case, the SDT shall provide detailed justification of need for reducing the scope. The SCCMEPAC,
based on the SDT recommendation and a review of stakeholder comments, will determine if the change in scope is
acceptable.
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If the SDT determines it is necessary to expand the scope of the standard or to modify the scope in a way that is no
longer consistent with the scope defined in the SAR, then the SDT may initiate or recommend another requester
initiate a new SAR (Step 1) to develop the expanded or modified scope. At no time will a SDT develop a standard
that is not within the scope of the SAR that was authorized for development.
If the SDT elects to narrow the SAR scope, or identifies issues not in the SAR scope, then a report shall be
prepared and sent to the CMEPAC.
Once the standard has been drafted, the SPM in conjunction with the CMEPAC shall perform a review for quality 3
and completeness. The review for quality may include a legal review in conjunction with the quality review. Issues
discovered after the quality review will be brought to the attention of the SDT for resolution.
Each reliability standard shall include one or more requirements, which if achieved by the applicable entities, will
provide for a reliable bulk power system, consistent with good utility practices and the public interest. Each
requirement shall establish an objective that is the best approach for bulk power system reliability, considering the
costs and benefits of implementing the proposal. Each requirement shall be stated to be objectively measurable by
a third party with knowledge or expertise in the area addressed by that requirement.
Requirements should have the following characteristics:
•

Each requirement shall identify what the functional entities shall do, under what special conditions (if any),
for what reliability benefit.

•

Each requirement should be aimed at achieving one objective and written in the ‘active’ voice.

•

If specific results can be practically measured quantitatively, metrics should be provided within the
requirement to indicate satisfactory performance.

•

To the maximum extent possible, the requirement shall be designed to apply throughout the interconnected
MRO Bulk-Power System.

The SPM shall also ensure the draft standard is within the scope and purpose identified in the SAR. This review shall
occur within a 15-day period.
At the direction of the SCCMEPAC, the SPM shall post the new or revised standard for public comment once this
review is completed. The SPM shall notify the RBB, the MRO region, NERC, and other interested parties that the
new or revised standard has been posted for public comment.
Step 6 - Solicit Public Comments on Draft Standard
Objective: Receive stakeholder inputs on the draft standard for the purpose of assessing consensus on the draft
standard, and modifying the draft standard as needed to achieve consensus.
Sequence Considerations: The posting of a draft standard will occur after the appointment of a SDT and
development of a draft by the team. Alternatively, a draft standard submitted by the requester may be posted for
comment concurrently with the associated SAR, with the condition that the SAR and draft standard meet the
requirements of this procedure and are consistent with each other. In all cases, public comments on the draft
3

See the latest NERC Quality Review DocumentNERC Quality Review Document.
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standard shall be solicited prior to the CMEPAC approving the standard going to ballot (Step 9).
Once a draft standard has been verified by the SPM to be within the scope and purpose of the SAR and in
compliance with this manual, the SPM will post the draft standard for the first formal comment period. The
posting of the draft standard will be linked to the SAR for reference. Comments on the draft standard will be
accepted for a minimum 30-day period from the notice of posting. Comments will be accepted on- line and will be
viewable during the posted commenting period.
The SDT shall develop an implementation plan for the standard that will be posted in conjunction with the standard
for at least one stakeholder comment period. Once the implementation plan has been developed and posted for
stakeholder comment, it shall remain part of the standard action for subsequent postings and shall be included on
the ballot for the standard. The implementation plan shall describe when the standard will become effective. If the
implementation is to be phased, the plan will describe which elements of the standard are to be applied to each
class of responsible entities, and when. The plan will describe any deployment considerations unique to the
standard, such as computer applications, measurement devices, databases, or training, as well as any other
special steps necessary to prepare for and initially implement the standard.
The second formal comment period will be 45-day duration and will take place after the SDT has posted its
consideration of comments and conforming changes to the associated standard. Formation of the ballot pool will
take place during the first 30- days of the 45- day posting. Balloting, in accordance with Step 9, will occur during
the last 10 -days.
In all cases, public comments on the draft standard shall be solicited prior to the CMEPAC approving the standard
going to ballot (Step 9).
Step 7 - Field Testing (At the discretion of the SCMEPAC)
Objective: Determine if testing is required to validate the concepts, requirements, measures, and compliance
elements of the standard and implement that testing.
Sequence Considerations: Testing may be completed during or after Steps 1 through 6. Testing and associated
analysis of results (Step 8) must be completed prior to determining whether to submit the standard to ballot (Step
9).
Taking into consideration stakeholder comments received through Step 6, the SDT may recommend to the
CMEPAC or the CMEPAC may mandate that a test of one or more aspects of a standard is needed. The MRO
Compliance Manager will also evaluate whether field-testing of the compliance elements of the proposed new or
revised standard is needed and advise the SCMEPAC. The CMEPAC will approve all field tests of proposed
standards based on the recommendations of the SDT and the Compliance Manager. If needed, the CMEPAC will
also request inputs on technical matters from applicable standing committees or other experts.
Once the field-testing plan is approved, the SPM will, under the direction of the SC CMEPAC, oversee the fieldtesting of the standard. Throughout the field- testing process, compliance with the existing standard is required.
In some cases, measurement may be an administrative task and no field-testing is required at all.
In other cases, one or more limited scale demonstrations, evaluations, or another CMEPAC approved method may
be sufficient.
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Step 8 - Analysis of the Comments and Field Test Results
Objective: Evaluate stakeholder comments and field -test results to determine if there is consensus that the
proposed standard should go to ballot or requires additional work.
Sequence Considerations: This step follows Steps 6 and 7 and must precede Step 9.
The SPM will assemble the comments on the draft standard and distribute those comments to the SDT. The SDT
shall give prompt consideration to the written views and objections of all participants. An effort to resolve all
expressed objections shall be made, and each objector shall be advised of the disposition of the objection and the
reasons therefore. The SDT shall prepare a summary of the comments received and the changes made to the
proposed standard as a result of these comments. The SDT shall summarize comments that were rejected by the
SDT and the reason(s) that these comments were rejected, in part or whole. The summary, along with a response
to each comment received, will be posted on the MRO website no later than the next posting of the proposed
standard. In addition, each objector will be informed that an appeals process exists within the MRO standards
process.
Based on comments received, the SDT may determine there is an opportunity to achieve consensus for the
standard. In this case, the SDT may elect to return to Step 5 and revise the draft for another posting. Although
there is no predetermined limit on the number of times a draft standard may be revised and posted, the SDT
should ensure the potential benefits of another posting outweigh the burden on the SDT and stakeholders.
Returning to Step 5 to continue working on the standard is the prerogative of the SDT, subject to CMEPAC
oversight.
If the SDT determines the draft standard is ready for ballot, the SDT shall submit the draft standard to the
CMEPAC with a request to proceed to balloting, along with the comments received and responses to the
comments. Based on the comments received and field-testing, the SDT may include revisions that are not
substantive. Substantive changes to a draft standard shall not be permitted between the last posting for
stakeholder comment and submittal for ballot. A substantive change is one that directly and materially affects the
intent or use of the standard. For example, adding, deleting, or revising requirements; or adding, deleting, or
revising measurements for which compliance is mandatory. Any non-substantive changes such as: spelling,
grammar, or formatting, made prior to going to ballot, will be identified to stakeholders at the time of the ballot
notice. If the SDT determines, based on comments received, that substantive changes to the standard are
required, the standard will be re-posted for comment and a notice sent to the MRO region, the RBB, NERC, and
other interested parties that the revised standard has been re-posted for public comment.
When the CMEPAC receives a draft standard that has been recommended for ballot, the CMEPAC will review the
standard to ensure that the proposed standard is consistent with the scope of the SAR; addresses all of the
objectives cited in Steps 1-8, as applicable; and is compatible with other existing standards. If the proposed
standard does not pass this review, the CMEPAC shall remand the proposed standard to the SDT to address the
deficiencies. If the proposed standard passes the review, the CMEPAC shall set the proposed standard for ballot as
soon as the workflow will accommodate.
If the CMEPAC or SDT determines there is insufficient consensus to ballot the standard and further work is unlikely
to achieve consensus, the following may occur: (1) the SDT may recommend to the CMEPAC that standard
drafting be terminated and the SAR withdrawn or (2) the CMEPAC may terminate the standard drafting and accept
the withdrawal of the SAR. If the CMEPAC believes the SDT recommendation is unsubstantiated, the CMEPAC
may direct other actions consistent with this procedure, such as requesting the SDT to continue or appointing a new
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SDT.
Step 9 - Ballot the New Revised or Withdrawal of Standard
Objective: Approve the proposed standard by vote of industry stakeholders.
Sequence Considerations: The CMEPAC may determine, upon recommendation from the SDT, that all
requirements of Steps 1 through 8 have been satisfactorily met before authorizing an action to go to ballot.
If the CMEPAC decides to submit the standard to a vote, the SPM shall provide notice of such to the RBB, NERC,
as well as other interested parties, and electronically post the standard, all comments received, the responses to
those comments, and an implementation plan. Once the notice for a vote has been issued, no substantive
modifications may be made to the proposed standard unless the revisions are posted and a new notice of the vote
is issued.
First Ballot
Each voter must be a member of the Registered Ballot Body (RBB). Note: An individual's membership in the
RBB will be in a “Pending” stage immediately following registration; in order to be able to vote, your
registration must be activated, and activation may take up to 24 hours.
The ballot will be conducted electronically. In the event of balloting difficulties with electronic balloting, the
CMEPAC will address the issues and decide the corrective action accordingly to complete the ballot. All members
of the RBB shall be eligible to vote on the associated standard except, that only one member from an entity may vote
in any given segment. It is the responsibility of the entity to identify and notify the SPM of the eligible voter. The
voting options are:
•

Affirmative, with or without comment;

•

Negative, with or without comment (the comments for a negative vote may be given and, if possible, should
include specific wording or actions that would resolve the objection);

•

Abstain.

The time window for voting shall be designated when the draft standard is posted. In no case shall the voting time
window start sooner than fifteen (15) and no later than thirty (30) days from the notice of the posting. The voting
time window will be a period of ten (10) days.
This provides a minimum total of twenty-five (25) -days from the initial notice until the end of the voting period.
Approval of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard or revision to a MRO Regional Reliability Standard requires:
•

A quorum, which is established by at least 4 of the Segments submitting a response with an affirmative
vote, a negative vote, or an abstention; and

•

An affirmative vote from at least two-thirds of the segments participating in the vote. Each segment vote is
determined by the majority of the votes cast in the segment, either affirmative or negative. Abstentions and
non-responses will not be counted.

Voting results, comments, and responses, if necessary, will be posted for public viewing as soon as is practical
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after the balloting period closes. Voting results and comments may be posted prior to the responses.
Balloting examples are provided in Appendix D.
Members of the RBB should submit any comments on the proposed standard during the public comment period. If
any Negative votes with comments are received during the ballot period, they shall be addressed in accordance
with Step 8 and included with the re-circulation ballot.
The SPM shall assist the SDT in preparing a response to negative votes submitted with comments.
In addition, the SPM will inform each objector that an appeals process exists within the MRO standards process. A
negative vote that does not contain comments does not require a response. If there are no negative votes with
comments from the first ballot, then the results of the first ballot shall stand. If, however, one or more members
submit negative votes with comments, regardless of whether those comments are resolved, a second ballot shall
be conducted.
If a quorum of the Segments is not established, the standard shall be re-balloted, allowing ten (10) days for the
ballot. If a quorum is not established with the re-ballot, the SPM shall survey the RBB to establish interest in
participating in a ballot on the standard.
Second Ballot
In the second ballot (also called a “re-circulation ballot”), members of the RBB shall again be presented the
proposed standard (unchanged from the first ballot) along with the reasons for negative votes, the responses, and
any resolution of the differences.
All members of the RBB eligible to vote shall be permitted to reconsider and change their vote from the first ballot.
Eligible voting members of the RBB that did not respond to the first ballot shall be permitted to vote in the second
ballot. Only one vote will be accepted from each organization within a segment.
In the second ballot, votes will be counted by exception only - members on the second ballot may indicate a revision
to their original vote, otherwise their vote shall remain the same as in the first ballot. If a second ballot is conducted,
the results of the second ballot shall determine the status of the standard, regardless of the outcome of the first
ballot.
The voting time window for the second ballot is ten (10) days (to allow members to review comments and
responses). The 21-day posting is not required for the second ballot. Members of the RBB may submit comments
in the second ballot but no response to those comments is required.
In the second ballot step no revisions to the standard are permitted, as such revisions would not have been subject
to public comment. However, if the CMEPAC determines that revisions proposed during the ballot process would
likely provide an opportunity to achieve consensus on the standard, then such revisions may be made and the draft
standard posted for public comment again beginning with Step 6 and continuing with subsequent steps.
The SPM shall post the final outcome of the ballot process. If the standard is rejected, the process is ended and any
further work in this area would require a new SAR. If the standard is approved, the SPM shall post the consensus
standard and the CMEPAC Chair shall present it to the BOD OGOC for consideration.
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Step 10 – Board of Director (BODOrganizational Group Oversight Committee (OGOC) Approval of a
Proposed MRO Regional Reliability Standard
Objective: To have the BOD OGOC approve the proposed new or revised, MRO Regional Reliability Standard.
Once properly approved by the BOD, accepted by NERC, and accepted for filing by the applicable regulatory
authorities in the United States and Canada, the Reliability Standard becomes enforceableeffective.
Sequence Considerations: The thirty (30)- days’ notice prior to action by the BOD OGOC may begin concurrently
with or any time after the start of the first ballot. The thirty (30)- day period shall not end any sooner than the end of
the final ballot.
A MRO Regional Reliability Standard submitted for consideration to the BOD OGOC must be publicly posted and
noticed no less than fifteen (15) and no more than thirty (30) days prior to action by the BOD, included with the
standard is the implementation plan that was part of the posting process.
At a regular or special meeting, the BOD OGOC shall consider the proposed MRO Regional Reliability Standard.
The BOD OGOC shall consider the results of the balloting and dissenting opinions. The BOD OGOC shall consider
any advice offered by the MRO SC CMEPAC. The BOD OGOC may accept or reject a standard, but may not
substantively modify a proposed MRO Regional Reliability Standard. If the BOD OGOC chooses not to propose a
standard to NERC and the applicable regulatory authorities in the United States and Canada, it shall provide its
reasons for not doing so. Upon acceptance of the standard, the SPM will submit the standard to NERC for approval
and filing with the applicable regulatory authorities in the United States and Canada.
A MRO Regional Reliability Standard that is approved by NERC and filed with the applicable regulatory authorities
shall become effective in accordance with applicable NERC and applicable regulatory proceedings. The
implementation plan is included with the proposed Reliability Standard.
The SPM shall publicly post the standard, showing the final status.
Step 11 - Implementation of the MRO Regional Reliability Standard
Objective: That Organizations subject to the standard use the standard, and the compliance program incorporates
the standard into its compliance monitoring and enforcement process.
Sequence Considerations: The effective date of a standard is defined in the standard implementation plan.
After approval of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard by the applicable authorities in the United States and
Canada, the SPM will forward the standard to the Compliance Manager for implementation, enforcement, and
monitoring by the CCCMEPAC, which will oversee the implementation and assess the effectiveness.

INTERPRETATIONS AND APPEALS
Interpretations of MRO Regional Reliability Standards
All persons who are directly and materially affected by the reliability of MRO bulk power systems shall be permitted to
request an interpretation of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard. The person requesting an interpretation shall
submit a SAR form to the SPM explaining the specific circumstances surrounding the request and what
clarifications are required as applied to those circumstances. The SAR should indicate the material impact to the
requesting party or others caused by the lack of clarity or a possibly incorrect interpretation of the standard. The
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SPM shall provide notice to the MRO region within ten (10) business days of such a request for interpretation.
Where practical, the SPM will assign the project to the team that developed the associated standard, or to a subset
of that drafting team. Once assigned the project, the drafting team should draft and post its interpretation as quickly
as practical. The interpretation is intended to provide greater clarity to an existing requirement, and should not
modify the intent of the original requirement.
As soon as practical (not more than 45 days), the SDT will draft a written interpretation to the standard addressing
the issues raised. The SPM shall take the draft interpretation to the CMEPAC for acceptance and coordination of a
quality review. The quality review will assess whether the interpretation is clear and provides the requested clarity
without expanding the requirement. The results of this review will be provided to the SDT and the SC CMEPAC.
After consultation with the SDT, the CMEPAC will decide if the interpretation is ready for posting.
The first formal comment period shall be 30- days. The SDT will consider stakeholder input provided during the
comment period. If substantive changes are required to the interpretation, another quality review may be required.
The second formal comment period shall be 45- days. The initial ballot shall occur during the last 10 days of the 45
day comment period. Balloting shall be consistent with Step 9. Once the ballot is successful, the interpretation shall
be sent to the MRO BOD OGOC for approval in accordance with Step 10. Implementation of the interpretation will
be consistent with Step 11.
Withdrawal of an Interpretation
The interpretation shall stand until such time as the interpretation can be incorporated into a future revision of the
regional standard, or the interpretation is retired due to a future modification of the applicable requirement. If the
interpretation needs to be retired, a SAR shall be prepared and submitted in accordance with Steps 8, 9 and 10
contained in this MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process Manual.

Appeals
Persons who have directly and materially affected interests and who have been or will be adversely affected by any
substantive or procedural action or inaction related to the development, approval, revision, or withdrawal of a MRO
Regional Reliability Standard shall have the right to appeal. This appeals process applies only to the MRO
Regional Reliability Standards process as defined in this manual.
The burden of proof to show adverse effect shall be on the appellant. Appeals shall be made within 30 days of the
date of the action purported to cause the adverse effect, except appeals for inaction, which may be made at any
time. In all cases, the request for appeal must be made prior to the next step in the process.
The final decisions of any appeal shall be documented in writing and made public.
The appeals process provides two levels, with the goal of expeditiously resolving the issue to the satisfaction of the
participants:
Level 1 Appeal
Level 1 is the required first step in the appeals process. The appellant shall submit to the SPM, a complaint in
writing that describes the substantive or procedural action or inaction associated with a MRO Regional Reliability
Standard or the MRO Regional Reliability Standards process. The appellant shall describe in the complaint the
actual or potential adverse impact to the appellant. Assisted by any necessary staff and CMEPAC resources, the
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SPM shall prepare a written response addressed to the appellant as soon as practical but not more than 45 days
after receipt of the complaint. If the appellant accepts the response as a satisfactory resolution of the issue, both
the complaint and response shall be made a part of the public record associated with the standard.
Level 2 Appeal
If, after the Level 1 Appeal the appellant remains unsatisfied with the resolution, and indicates such in writing to the
SPM, the SPM shall convene a Level 2 Appeals Panel. This panel shall consist of five (5) panel members’ total,
appointed by the BOD. In all cases, Level 2 Appeals Panel members shall have no direct affiliation with the
participants in the appeal.
The SPM shall post the complaint and other relevant materials and provide at least 30 day notice of the meeting of
the Level 2 Appeals Panel. In addition to the appellant, any person that is directly and materially affected by the
substantive or procedural action or inaction referenced in the complaint shall be heard by the panel. The panel
shall not consider any expansion to the scope of the appeal that was not presented in the Level 1 Appeal. The
panel may in its decision find for the appellant and remand the issue to the CMEPAC with a statement of the issues
and facts in regard to which fair and equitable action was not taken. The panel may find against the appellant with a
specific statement of the facts that demonstrate fair and equitable treatment of the appellant and the appellant’s
objections. The panel may not, however, revise, approve, or disapprove a MRO Regional Reliability Standard, as
these responsibilities remain with the standard’s RBB and BOD OGOC respectively. The SPM shall publicly post
the actions of the Level 2 Appeals Panel.
In addition to the foregoing, a procedural objection that has not been resolved may be submitted to the BOD OGOC
for consideration at the time the BOD OGOC decides whether to approve proposing a particular MRO Regional
Reliability Standard for NERC consideration and eventual enforceability. The objection must be in writing, signed by
an officer of the objecting entity, and contain a concise statement of the relief requested and a clear demonstration
of the facts that justify that relief. The objection must be filed no later than 30 days after the announcement of the
vote by the RBB on the MRO Regional Reliability Standard in question.

ERRATA
Approved Reliability Standards
From time to time, an error may be discovered in an approved regional reliability standard. If the CMEPAC agrees
that the correction of the error does not change the scope or intent of the associated standard, and agrees that the
correction has no material impact on the end users of the standard, then the correction shall be submitted for
information to the MRO Board of Directors and filed for approval with applicable governmental authorities. The
MRO Board of Directors has resolved to concurrently approve any errata approved by the CMEPAC.
Errata are errors in approved standards that, if corrected, do not change the scope or intent of the associated
approved standard and do not have a material impact on the end users of the standard.
1. If the error falls into one of the following categories, the SPM will produce a red line version of the
standard that shows the proposed correction:
a. A misspelled word
b. An incorrect reference to a requirement or measure
c. A missing word that, when added, improves readability but does not change
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the technical content
d. An error that, if corrected, does not change the scope or technical content of
the standard
e. A discrepancy between the redline and clean versions of a balloted standard
2. If the error does not fall into the above categories as errata, the CMEPAC will review the standard to
determine if the criticality of the error warrants actions prior to the next scheduled review of the
standard.

Draft Standards
If a draft standard is found to have errata, as defined above, during an initial or recirculation ballot period; the SPM
shall be allowed to make the changes. The SPM will post a redline version of the document and notify
stakeholders.
Errata found during commenting periods will be handled by the commenting process as defined in steps 1 – 8 of
section IV.

MAINTENANCE OF MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARDS PROCESS
Process Revisions
A request to substantively change the MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process Development process shall
begin with the preparation of a SAR, and be handled using the same procedure as a request to revise a MRO
Regional Reliability Standard. The exception is that a single ballot without regard to negative comments from the
RBB shall be conducted and the results of that ballot will be binding. Non-substantive changes will be handled
through the abbreviated process listed below. Once approved by the RBB, any proposed revisions to this manual
would go to the BOD, NERC, and the applicable authorities in the United States and Canada for approval.
The BOD OGOC may make changes to the Industry Segments referenced in Appendix D. These changes shall be
carried over to this process without the need to prepare a SAR. In addition, the CMEPAC may alter the document
number on any existing or proposed standard without going through the MRO Regional Standards Process.
Abbreviated Process for Procedural/Administrative Changes
The SPM shall handle all procedural/administrative requests using an abbreviated process described here. The
SPM shall post all proposed procedural/administrative revisions to the MRO Regional Reliability Standards
Development Process for a minimum 30 -day comment period. The CMEPAC shall consider all comments received
and modify the proposed revisions as needed. Based on the degree of consensus for the revisions, the CMEPAC
may:
a. Submit the revised procedure directly to the BOD OGOC for adoption;
b. Submit the revised procedure for ballot pool approval prior to submitting it for BOD
OGOC adoption (the regular voting process in the procedure, including a re- circulation
ballot if needed, would be used and the results of the ballot would be binding on the
decision to move the revisions to the BOD OGOC or not);
c. Propose additional changes and repeat the posting for further comment;
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d. Remand the proposal to the requester for further work; or
e. Reject the proposal.
The SPM shall post any proposed revisions submitted for BOD OGOC adoption for a period of 30 days prior to BOD
OGOC action. The CMEPAC shall submit to the BOD OGOC a description of the basis for the procedure changes, a
summary of the comments received, and any minority views expressed in the comment process. The proposed
procedure revisions will be effective upon BOD OGOC adoption, or another date designated by the BOD.

Five-Year Review
The standards process manual and each MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall be reviewed at least once every
five (5) years from the effective date or when it was reviewed last, whichever is the later. The review process shall
be conducted by soliciting comments from the stakeholders. If no changes are warranted, the CMEPAC shall
recommend to the BOD OGOC that the Standard or manual be reaffirmed. If the review indicates a need to revise
or withdraw the standard or manual, a SAR shall be prepared and submitted to the SPM. The SPM shall be
responsible for administration of the five year review of the standards process manual and the MRO Regional
Reliability Standards.

On-line Standards Information System
The SPM shall be responsible for maintaining an electronic database of information regarding currently proposed
and currently in effect MRO Regional Reliability Standards. This information shall include current standards in
effect, proposed revisions to standards, and proposed new standards. This information shall provide a record, for at
a minimum of the previous five years, of the review and approval process for each MRO Regional Reliability
Standard, including public comments received during the development and approval process. This information shall
be available through public Internet access.

Archived Standards Information
The SPM shall be responsible for maintaining an historical record of MRO Regional Reliability Standards
information that is no longer maintained on-line. Archived information of previously approved standards and version
history shall be retained indefinitely as practical, but in no case less than five years or one complete standard
review cycle from the date on which the standard was no longer in effect. Archived records of standards
information shall be available electronically within 30 days following the receipt by the SPM of a written request.

Numbering System
The SPM shall establish, maintain, and electronically post a system of identification numbers that allow MRO
Regional Reliability Standards to be categorized and easily referenced. Re-numbering of approved standards does
not warrant standard review but will be handled through the SCCMEPAC. The SPM will notify the MRO region and
post the information electronically prior to making the change.

Supporting Documents
The following table identifies documents that may be developed to support a MRO Regional Reliability Standard.
These documents may explain or facilitate implementation of standards but do not themselves contain mandatory
requirements subject to compliance review. Any requirements that are mandatory must be incorporated into the
standard. For example, a procedure that must be followed as written must be incorporated into a MRO Regional
Reliability Standard. If the procedure defines one way, but not necessarily the only way, to implement a standard it is
more appropriately a reference.
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Type of Document
Standard Reference

Standard Supplement

Procedure

Technical Reference

Guideline

Description
Descriptive or explanatory
information to support the
understanding and
interpretation of an MRO
Regional Reliability
Standard.
Data forms, pro forma
documents, and
associated instructions
that support the
implementation of an
MRO Regional Reliability
Standard.
Instructions defining a
particular process or
operation. Procedures
may support the
implementation of an
MRO Regional Reliability
Standard.
Descriptive, technical
information or analysis. A
technical reference may
support the
implementation of an
MRO Regional Reliability
Standard.
Recommended process
that identifies a method of
meeting a requirement
under specific conditions.
A guideline may support
the implementation of an
MRO Regional Reliability
Standard.
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APPENDIX A – MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARDS PROCESS
DIAGRAM
Request Standard (Submit
SAR) STEP 1

Solicit Public Comments
on Draft Standard
STEP 6

Post SAR for Comment
STEP 2

Field Testing
STEP 7

Revise SAR

Analysis of the Comments
and Field Test Results
STEP 8

Authorize Drafting Standard
STEP 3

Form Standard Drafting Team
STEP 4

Ballot the Standard
STEP 9

Recirculation

Approval of Standard
STEP 10

Draft Standard
STEP 5

Revise

Implement Standard
STEP 11

After MRO Board OGOC approval, the standard is submitted to NERC for approval and filing to the applicable regulatory
authorities. Upon regulatory acceptance or approval, the standard becomes enforceable as a Reliability Standard.
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APPENDIX B – INFORMATION IN A STANDARD AUTHORIZATION REQUEST
Below is a template of the required information to complete a Standard Authorization Request. The SPM shall be
responsible for implementing and maintaining this form as needed to support the information requirements of the
standards process.
Assigned
Standard Authorization Request Form
Title of Proposed Standard
Request Date

SAR Requestor Information

SAR Type (Check a box for each one that
applies.)

Name

New standard

Primary Contact

Revision or withdraw of an existing
standard

Telephone
Fax

Interpretation of an existing standard

E-mail

Urgent action
Other

Purpose (Describe the purpose of the standard — what the standard will achieve in support of
reliability.)

Industry Need (Provide a detailed statement justifying the need for the proposed
standard, along with any supporting documentation.)

Brief Description (Describe the proposed standard in sufficient detail to clearly define the scope in
a manner that can be easily understood by others.)
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Reliability Functions
The Standard will Apply to the Following Functions (Check box for each one that applies.)
Reliability
Coordinator

Responsible for the real-time operating reliability of its area and
in coordination with its neighboring reliability coordinator’s widearea view.

Balancing
Authority

Integrates resource plans ahead of time, maintains loadinterchange-resource balance within its metered boundary, and
supports system frequency in real time.

Interchange
Authority

Authorizes valid and balanced interchange schedules.

Planning
Coordinator

Assesses the longer-term reliability of its area and neighboring
area.

Resource
Planner

Develops a long-term (>one year) plan for the resource adequacy
of specific loads within a planning coordinator’s area.

Transmission
Planner

Develops a long-term (>one year) plan for the reliability of
transmission systems within its portion of the planning
coordinator area.

Transmission
Service
Provider

Provides transmission services to qualified market participants
under applicable transmission service agreements

Transmission
Owner

Owns transmission facilities.

Transmission
Operator

Operates and maintains the transmission facilities, and executes
switching orders.

Distribution
Provider

Provides and operates the “wires” between the transmission
system and the customer.

Generator
Owner

Owns and maintains generation unit(s).

Generator
Operator

Operates generation unit(s) and performs the functions of
supplying energy and interconnected operations services.

PurchasingSelling Entity

The function of purchasing or selling energy, capacity, and all
necessary interconnected operations services as required.

Market
Operator

Integrates energy, capacity, balancing, and transmission
resources to achieve an economic, reliability-constrained dispatch.
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Load-Serving
Entity

Secures energy and transmission (and related generation
services) to serve the end user.

Version 5.1

30
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NERC Reliability and Market Interface Principles
Applicable Reliability Principles (Check box for all that apply.)
1. Interconnected bulk power systems shall be planned and operated in a coordinated
manner to perform reliably under normal and abnormal conditions as defined in the
NERC Standards.
2. The frequency and voltage of interconnected bulk power systems shall be controlled
within defined limits through the balancing of real and reactive power supply and
demand.
3. Information necessary for the planning and operation of interconnected bulk power
systems shall be made available to those entities responsible for planning and
operating the systems reliably.
4. Plans for emergency operation and system restoration of interconnected bulk power
systems shall be developed, coordinated, maintained, and implemented.
5. Facilities for communication, monitoring, and control shall be provided, used, and
maintained for the reliability of interconnected bulk power systems.
6. Personnel responsible for planning and operating interconnected bulk power systems
shall be trained, qualified, and have the responsibility and authority to implement
actions.
7. The security of the interconnected bulk power systems shall be assessed, monitored,
and maintained on a wide area basis.
8. Bulk power systems shall be protected from malicious physical or cyber-attacks.
Does the proposed standard comply with all of the following Market Interface
Principles? (Select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ from the drop-down box.)
1. The planning and operation of bulk power systems shall recognize that reliability is an
essential requirement of a robust North American economy. Yes
2. A MRO regional reliability standard shall not give any market participant an unfair
competitive advantage. Yes
3. A MRO regional reliability standard shall neither mandate nor prohibit any specific market
structure. Yes
4. A MRO regional reliability standard shall not preclude market solutions to achieving
compliance with that standard. Yes
5. A MRO regional reliability standard shall not require the public disclosure of commercially
sensitive information. All market participants shall have equal opportunity to access
commercially non-sensitive information that is required for compliance with reliability
standards. Yes
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Related Standards
Standard No.

Explanation

Related SARs
SAR ID

Explanation

Regional Differences
Region
TRE
FRCC
MRO
NPCC
SERC
RFC
SPP
WECC

Explanation
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APPENDIX C – MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARD EXAMPLE
Below is an example of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard. Please see the NERC Regional Reliability Standards
Evaluation Procedure for the most current format.
Identification
Number
Title
Applicability

A unique identification number assigned by the SPM.
A brief, descriptive phrase identifying the topic of the MRO Regional Reliability
Standard.
Clear identification of the functional classes of entities responsible for complying
with the standard, noting any specific additions or exceptions.
If not applicable to the entire MRO area, then a clear identification of the portion
of the bulk power system to which the standard applies. Any limitation on the
applicability of the standard based on electric facility requirements should be
described.

Effective Date
and Status

The effective date of the MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall be upon NERC
and regulatory approvals. The status of the standard will be indicated as active
or by reference to one of the numbered steps in the standards process.

Purpose

The purpose of the MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall explicitly state what
outcome will be achieved by the approved Reliability Standard. The purpose is
agreed to early in the process as a step toward obtaining approval to proceed
with the development of the Reliability Standard. The purpose should link the
standard to the relevant principle(s).

Requirement(s)

Explicitly stated
requirements.

technical,

performance,

preparedness,

or

certification

Each requirement identifies who is responsible and what action is to be
performed or what outcome is to be achieved. Each statement in the
requirements section shall be a statement for which compliance is mandatory.
Several types of requirements may exist, each with a different approach to
measurement:
• Performance-based requirements define a specific reliability objective
or outcome that has a direct, observable effect on the reliability of the
bulk power system, i.e., an effect that can be measured using power
system data or trends.
• Risk-based requirements define actions of entities that reduce a stated
risk to the reliability of the bulk power system and can be measured by
evaluating a particular product or outcome resulting from the required
action.
• Capability-based requirements define capabilities needed to perform
reliability functions and can be measured by demonstrating that the
capability exists as required.
Any additional comments or statements for which compliance is not mandatory,
such as background or explanatory information should be placed in a separate
document and referenced (see Supporting References).
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The potential reliability significance of each requirement, designated as a High,
Medium, or Lower Risk Factor in accordance with the criteria listed below:
A High Risk Factor requirement (a) is one that, if violated, could directly cause or
contribute to bulk power system instability, separation, or a cascading sequence of
failures, or could place the bulk power system at an unacceptable risk of instability,
separation, or cascading failures; or (b) is a requirement in a planning timeframe that,
if violated, could, under emergency, abnormal, or restorative conditions anticipated by
the preparations, directly cause or contribute to bulk power system instability,
separation, or a cascading sequence of failures, or could place the bulk power system
at an unacceptable risk of instability, separation, or cascading failures, or could hinder
restoration to a normal condition.
A Medium Risk Factor requirement (a) is a requirement that, if violated, could directly
affect the electrical state or the capability of the bulk power system, or the ability to
effectively monitor and control the bulk power system, but is unlikely to lead to bulk
power system instability, separation, or cascading failures; or (b) is a requirement in a
planning timeframe that, if violated, could, under emergency, abnormal, or restorative
conditions anticipated by the preparations, directly affect the electrical state or
capability of the bulk power system, or the ability to effectively monitor, control, or
restore the bulk power system, but is unlikely, under emergency, abnormal, or
restoration conditions anticipated by the preparations, to lead to bulk power system
instability, separation, or cascading failures, nor to hinder restoration to a normal
condition.
A Lower Risk Factor requirement is administrative in nature and (a) is a requirement
that, if violated, would not be expected to affect the electrical state or capability of the
bulk power system, or the ability to effectively monitor and control the bulk power
system; or (b) is a requirement in a planning time frame that, if violated, would not,
under the emergency, abnormal, or restorative conditions anticipated by the
preparations, be expected to affect the electrical state or capability of the bulk power
system, or the ability to effectively monitor, control, or restore the bulk power system.

Measure(s)

Each requirement shall be addressed by one or more measures. These measures will
be used to assess performance and outcomes for the purpose of determining
compliance with the requirements stated above.
Each measure shall identify to whom the measurement applies and the expected level
of performance or outcomes required demonstrating compliance.
Each measure shall be tangible, practical, and as objective as is practical.
It is important to realize that measures are proxies to assess required performance or
outcomes.
Achieving the full compliance level of each measurement should be a necessary and
sufficient indicator that the requirement was met.
Each measure shall clearly refer to the requirement(s) to which it applies.
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Glossary of Terms Used in Standards
Definitions of
Terms:

All defined terms used in MRO Regional Reliability Standards, shall be defined in the
glossary. Definitions may be approved as part of a standards action or as a separate
action. All definitions must be approved in accordance with the standards process.

Compliance Administration Elements
Compliance
Monitoring
Process

The following compliance elements, which are part of the standard and are balloted with
the standard are developed for each measure in a standard by the NERC compliance
program in coordination with the standard drafting team
The specific data or information that is required to measure performance or
outcomes.
• The entity that is responsible for providing the data or information for measuring
performance or outcomes.
• The process that will be used to evaluate data or information for the purpose of
assessing performance or outcomes
• The entity that is responsible for evaluating such data or information.
• The time period in which performance or outcomes is measured, evaluated, and
then reset.
• Measurement data retention requirements and assignment of responsibility for data
archiving.
Defines the degree to which compliance with a requirement was not achieved. The
violation severity levels, are part of the standard and are balloted with the standard, and
developed by the MRO compliance program in coordination with the standard drafting
team.
•

Violation
Severity
Levels

Supporting Information Elements
Interpretations

Formal interpretations of Regional Reliability Standard(s) proposed by the MRO and
approved by NERC, FERC, and the applicable Canadian regulatory authorities.
Interpretations are temporary, as the standard should be revised to incorporate the
interpretation.

Implementation
Plan

Each Regional Reliability Standard proposed by the MRO and approved by NERC,
FERC and the applicable Canadian regulatory authorities shall have an associated
implementation plan describing the effective date of the standard or effective dates if
there is a phased implementation. The implementation plan may also describe the
implementation of the standard in the compliance program and other considerations in
the initial use of the standard, such as necessary tools, training, etc. The
implementation plan must be posted for at least one public comment period and is
approved as part of the ballot of the standard.
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This section will reference related documents that support implementation of the
Reliability Standard proposed by the MRO and approved by NERC and the regulatory
authorities, but are not themselves mandatory. Examples include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developmental history of the standard and prior versions
Notes pertaining to implementation or compliance
Standard references
Standard supplements
Procedures
Practices
Guidelines
Training references
Technical references
White papers
Internet links to related information

Data Retention

Each Regional Standard shall identify the data retention requirements and assignment
of responsibility for data archiving.

Mitigation Time
Horizon

Each Regional Standard shall reference a mitigation time horizon (long-term planning;
operations planning; same-day operations; real-time operations and operations
assessment) for each requirement.

Regulatory
Directives
NERC Reliability
Standards

Each Regional Standard shall be consistent with Regulatory Directives, if applicable.
Each Regional Standard shall be consistent with related NERC reliability standards, as
applicable.
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APPENDIX D – REGISTERED BALLOT BODY (RBB) REGISTRATION
PROCEDURES
The RBB comprises all organizations and entities that:
1. qualify for one of the segments, and
2. are registered with MRO as ballot participants in the voting on standards, and
3. are current with any MRO designated fees associated with this program. Designated
fees are defined as fees associated with the Standards Development process. At this
time, there are no fees for registration.
Each entity, when initially registering to join the RBB, and will self-select to belong to one or more of the segments
described below.
The SPM shall review all applications for joining the RBB, and make a determination of whether the self-selection
satisfies at least one of the guidelines to belong to that segment. The entity will then be “credentialed” to participate
as a voting member of that segment. The CMEPAC will decide disputes, with an appeal to the BODOGOC.
In order to comment or vote you must have an active membership in the RBB. When you submit your registration
request, you are placed in a “pending stage” until your account is activated. Activation of your account may take up
to 24 hours. You will be unable to submit comments or vote until your account is activated.
All registrations must be done electronically. There is no fee for registration at this time.

Segment Qualification Guidelines
The segment qualification guidelines are inclusive; i.e., any entity with a legitimate interest in the electric industry
that can meet any one of the guidelines for a segment is entitled to belong to and vote in that segment. Only one vote
per entity per segment is permitted.
The general guidelines for all segments are:
•

Corporations or organizations with integrated operations or with affiliates that qualify
to belong to more than one segment (e.g., Transmission Owners and Load Serving
Entities) may belong to each of the segments in which they qualify, provided that each
segment constitutes a separate membership in the RBB and is represented by a
different representative. Only one vote per entity, per segment registered is allowed.

•

Corporations, organizations, and entities may participate freely in all subgroups.

•

After their initial selection, registered participants may apply to change segments with
thirty (30) days’ notice to the SPM. In addition, a registered participant cannot change
segments during a balloting period once the participant has cast a vote or designated
a proxy.

•

Additionally, the SPM may change a participant segment under certain circumstances.
These circumstances will be approved by the CMEPAC and posted electronically.

•

The qualification guidelines and rules for joining segments, as listed below, will be
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reviewed periodically by the CMEPAC to ensure that the process continues to be fair,
open, balanced, and inclusive. Public input shall be solicited in the review of these
guidelines.
•

Since all balloting of standards will be done electronically, any registered participant
may designate an agent or proxy to vote on its behalf. There are no limits on how many
proxies an agent may hold. However, the MRO must have in its possession, either in
writing or by e-mail, documentation that the voting right by proxy has been transferred
from the registered participant to the agent prior to casting any vote.

Segments
Segment 1: Transmission Owners
a. Any entity within the MRO region that owns or controls at least 200 circuit miles of
integrated transmission facilities, or has an Open Access Transmission Tariff or
equivalent on file with a regulatory authority.
b. Transmission owners within the MRO region that have placed their transmission under
the operational control of an RTO.
c. Independent transmission companies or organizations, merchant transmission
developers, and transmission companies (TRANSCOs) that are in the MRO region
and are not RTOs.
d. Excludes RTOs, RCs and ISOs (that are eligible to belong to Segment 2).
Segment 2: Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs), Regional Transmission Group (RTG),
Independent System Operators (ISOs), Reliability Organizations, and Reliability Coordinators
a. Authorized by appropriate regulator to operate as an RTO, RTG, or ISO within or
adjacent to MRO.
b. Reliability Organizations certified by NERC or its successor.
c. Reliability Coordinators within or adjacent to MRO.
d. In cases where the RTO or ISO and the RC have exactly the same geographic
boundary, both may belong to this segment as long as they are separate entities.
e. A voluntary organization of transmission owners, transmission users, and other entities
approved by the Commission to efficiently coordinate transmission planning (and
expansion), operation and use on a regional (and interregional) basis.
Segment 3: Load-Serving Entities (LSEs)
a. Entities within the MRO region serving end-use customers under a regulated tariff, a
contract governed by a regulatory tariff, or other legal obligation to serve.
b. A member within the MRO region of a generation and transmission (G&T) cooperative
or a joint-action agency is permitted to designate the G&T or joint- action agency to
represent it in this segment; such designation does not preclude the G&T or joint-action
agency from participation and voting in another segment representing its direct
interests.
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Segment 4: Electric Generators
a. Affiliated and independent generators within the MRO region.
b. A corporation that sets up separate corporate entities for each one or two generating
plants within the MRO region in which it is involved may only have one vote in this
segment regardless of how many single-plant or two-plant corporations the parent
corporation has established or is involved in.
Segment 5: Electricity Brokers, Aggregators, and Marketers
a. Entities serving end-use customers under a power marketing agreement or other
authorization not classified as a regulated tariff.
b. An entity that buys, sells, or brokers energy and related services for resale in wholesale
or retail markets, whether a non-jurisdictional entity operating within its charter or an
entity licensed by a jurisdictional regulator.
c. G&T cooperatives and joint-action agencies that perform as an electricity broker,
aggregator, or marketer function are permitted to belong to this segment.
Segment 6: Electricity End Users
a. Service delivery taken within the MRO region that is not purchased for resale.
b. Agents, associations, consumer advocates can represent groups of end users or a
transmission dependent utility. A Transmission Dependent Utility (TDU) is defined as
an entity that relies on another entity for transmission service to service the majority of
their contractual loads.
Segment 7: Federal, State, and Provincial Regulatory or other Government Entities
a. Does not include Power Marketing Administration or Federal Power Marketing Agency
(PMAs) or Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA).
b. May include Public Utility Commissions (PUCs).
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APPENDIX E – BALLOTING EXAMPLES
The MRO voting mechanism differs from NERC in that a quorum is established if at least four Segments have
submitted an affirmative, negative, or abstention vote. A majority vote within a Segment is determined based on the
affirmative and negative votes. A Standard is approved if at least two-thirds of the voting Segments have an
affirmative vote. The following are examples of potential voting scenarios. The yellow areas indicate where a
Segment did not cast a vote. The green areas with bold numbers represent majority votes within a Segment.
Example RBB
Segment

Number
Registered in the
RBB

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Transmission Owners
RTO’s, ISO’s, RRO’s & Reliability Coordinators
Load Serving Entities
Electric Generators
Electricity Brokers, Aggregators, & Marketers
Electricity End Users
Federal, State, & Provincial Regulatory or other
Government Entities
Totals

15
4
16
21
7
6
8
77

Example 1 – A quorum has been established with 5 of the 7 Segments having registered an affirmative, negative, or
an abstention vote. Two-thirds of the Segments (4 of 5 voting Segments) have voted to approve the Standard. The
Standard is approved.

Segment
1. Transmission Owners
2. RTO’s, ISO’s, RRO’s & Reliability
Coordinators
3. Load Serving Entities
4. Electric Generators
5. Electricity
Brokers,
Aggregators, & Marketers
6. Electricity End Users
7. Federal, State, & Provincial
Regulatory
or
other
Government Entities
Totals

Ballot
Pool
15

Votes
Affirmative
Votes
10

Negative
Votes
2

Abstain
Votes
1

No
Ballot
2

4

3

0

0

1

16
21

3
13

6
0

2
1

5
7

7

0

0

0

7

6

0

0

0

6

8

3

0

1

4

77
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Example 2 – A quorum has been established with 4 of the 7 Segments having registered an affirmative, negative,
or an abstention vote. Less than two-thirds of the Segments (1 of 4 voting Segments) have voted to approve the
Standard. The Standard is NOT approved.

Segment
1. Transmission Owners
2. RTO’s, ISO’s, RRO’s & Reliability
Coordinators
3. Load Serving Entities
4. Electric Generators
5. Electricity
Brokers,
Aggregators, & Marketers
6. Electricity End Users
7. Federal, State, & Provincial
Regulatory
or
other
Government Entities
Totals

Ballot
Pool
15

Votes
Affirmative
Votes
10

Negative
Votes
2

Abstain
Votes
1

No
Ballot
2

4

1

2

0

1

16
21

3
0

6
0

2
0

5
21

7

0

0

0

7

6

0

0

0

6

8

0

3

1

4

77

Example 3 – A quorum has not been established because only 3 of the 7 Segments have registered an affirmative,
negative, or an abstention vote. The Standard is NOT approved because of a lack of a quorum.
Votes
Segment
1. Transmission Owners
2. RTO’s, ISO’s, RRO’s & Reliability
Coordinators
3. Load Serving Entities
4. Electric Generators
5. Electricity
Brokers,
Aggregators, & Marketers
6. Electricity End Users
7. Federal, State, & Provincial
Regulatory
or
other
Government Entities
Totals

Ballot
Pool
15

Affirmative
Votes

Negative
Votes

Abstain
Votes

10

2

1

No
Ballot
2

4

4

0

0

0

16
21

3
0

6
0

2
0

5
21

7

0

0

0

7

6

0

0

0

6

8

0

0

0

8

77
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Example 4 – A quorum has been established with 6 of the 7 Segments having registered an affirmative,
negative, or an abstention vote. The Standard is NOT approved because two-thirds of the Segments did
not cast an affirmative vote. Segment 2’s vote is considered negative because a majority did not cast an
affirmative vote.

Segment
1. Transmission Owners
2. RTO’s, ISO’s, RRO’s & Reliability
Coordinators
3. Load Serving Entities
4. Electric Generators
5. Electricity
Brokers,
Aggregators, & Marketers
6. Electricity End Users
7. Federal, State, & Provincial
Regulatory
or
other
Government Entities
Totals

Ballot
Pool
15

Votes
Affirmative
Votes
10

Negative
Votes
2

Abstain
Votes
1

No
Ballot
2

4

2

2

0

0

16
21

3
10

6
9

2
1

5
1

7

4

3

0

0

6

0

0

0

6

8

2

3

0

3

77
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose
This manual defines the characteristics of a Midwest Reliability Organization (“MRO”) Regional Reliability Standard
and establishes the process for proposing Regional Reliability Standards to North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (“NERC”) for enforcement under direct or delegated authority as designated by the Energy Policy Act
of 2005 (“EPAct 2005”), Section 215 in the United States and applicable Canadian authorities. MRO is a CrossBorder Regional Entity (“CBRE”) as defined in EPAct 2005 and the final FERC reliability rule consistent with the
US-Canadian Bilateral principles. For more information on MRO, please refer to http://www.mro.net.
The MRO standards process is consensus-based, technically vetted, and open to the public and bordering entities
that may be impacted by a proposed Regional Reliability Standard of MRO. MRO Regional Reliability Standards
apply to the planning, operation, and security of bulk power systems located within the MRO region. NERC as the
Electric Reliability Organization (“ERO”) and the applicable regulatory authorities in the United States and Canada
will have the ability to enforce these standards

Authority
This manual is published by the authority of the MRO Board of Directors (“BOD”) who shall have the sole authority
to approve the modifications to this manual. A procedure for revising this manual is provided in section VII titled
“Maintenance of MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process.”

Credits
This manual was developed from the NERC Reliability Standards Development Procedure (available at
www.nerc.com). Thus, the MRO Regional Reliability Standards process is very similar to the NERC process and
the format is the same as the NERC Reliability Standard format.

Background
NERC and MRO work with all segments of the electric industry, including electricity end-users, to develop
standards for the reliable planning, operation, and security of bulk power systems. The purpose of the NERC
Reliability Standards is to promote reliability, while at the same time accommodating competitive electricity markets.
EPAct 2005, Section 215 and NERC ERO provide for Regional Entities (“RE”) to propose Regional Reliability
Standards to NERC for eventual enforcement within the region of the RE or CBRE. Regions (such as MRO) may
develop, through their own processes, regional reliability standards that; go beyond, add detail to, or cover matters
not addressed in NERC Reliability Standards. MRO Regional Reliability Standards are proposed to NERC for
approval and become enforceable, once approved by NERC and the applicable regulatory authorities in the United
States and Canada, as Reliability Standards.
MRO Regional Reliability Standards that are proposed shall not be inconsistent with, or less stringent than
established NERC Reliability Standards. All MRO Regional Reliability Standards obligate MRO to monitor and
enforce compliance and apply sanctions, if any, consistent with any regional agreements and the NERC rules.
Proposed MRO Regional Reliability Standards shall be subject to approval by NERC, as the ERO, and by
applicable regulatory authorities in the United States and Canada, before becoming mandatory and enforceable.
No Regional Reliability Standard shall be effective within the MRO area unless approved by NERC and the
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applicable regulatory authority in the United States or Canada.
MRO proposed Regional Reliability Standards, when approved by NERC and the applicable regulatory authorities
in the United States or Canada shall be made part of the body of NERC Reliability Standards and shall be enforced
upon applicable bulk power system owners, operators, and users within the MRO region as per applicable
delegation agreements.

MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARD DEFINITION, CHARACTERISTICS,
AND ELEMENTS
Definition of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard
A MRO Regional Reliability Standard defines certain obligations or requirements of entities that operate, plan, and
use the bulk power systems of the MRO region.
The Bylaws of MRO define a Reliability Standard as:
“Reliability Standard” means a NERC reliability standard, duly in effect, under the rules, regulations
and laws governing such standards, to provide for reliable operation of the Bulk-Power System.”

When proposing a Regional Reliability Standard in the MRO region, the obligations or requirements must be
material to reliability and be measurable.
Each MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall enable or support one or more of the NERC reliability principles,
thereby ensuring that each standard serves a purpose in support of the reliability of the regional bulk power
system. Each of those standards shall also be consistent with all of the NERC reliability principles, thereby
ensuring that no standard undermines reliability through an unintended consequence.
While MRO Regional Reliability Standards are intended to promote reliability, they must at the same time
accommodate electricity markets. All MRO Regional Reliability Standards shall be consistent with NERC’s market
interface principles. Consideration of the market interface principles is intended to ensure that standards are written
such that they achieve their reliability objective without causing undue restrictions or adverse impacts on electricity
markets.

Characteristics of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard
A MRO Regional Reliability Standard may include standards for the planning, operation, and security of
interconnected systems as well as market interface practices. The format and process defined by this manual
applies to all MRO Regional Reliability Standards.
A MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall have the following characteristics:
Material to Reliability - A MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall be material to the reliability of bulk power
systems in the MRO region. If the reliability of the bulk power systems is compromised without a particular
standard or by a failure to comply with that standard, then the standard is material to reliability.
Measurable - A MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall establish technical or performance requirements that can
be practically measured.
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Relative to NERC Reliability Standards - A MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall go beyond, add detail to, or
cover matters not addressed in already approved NERC Reliability Standards.

Elements of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard:
To ensure uniformity of MRO Regional Reliability Standards, a MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall consist of
the elements identified in Appendix C of this manual. However, the most current version of the approved NERC
Reliability Standard template and its associated elements posted on the NERC website will be used at the time of
the development of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard if different from the elements listed in Appendix C.
These elements are intended to apply a systematic discipline in the development and revision of MRO Regional
Reliability Standards. This discipline is necessary to achieving standards that are measurable, enforceable, and
consistent.
The format allows a clear statement of the purpose, requirements, measures, and penalties for non-compliance
associated with each standard.
All mandatory requirements of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall be within an element of the standard.
Supporting documents to aid in the implementation of a standard may be referenced by the standard but are not
part of the standard itself. Types of supporting documents are described in a later section of this manual.

ROLES IN THE MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS
Nomination, Revision or Withdrawal of a Standard:
Any member of MRO, or group within the MRO region, shall be allowed to request that a MRO Regional Reliability
Standard be developed, modified, or withdrawn. Additionally, any person (organization, company, government
agency, individual, etc.) who is directly and materially affected by the reliability of the MRO bulk power system shall
be allowed to request that a MRO Regional Reliability Standard be developed, modified, or withdrawn.
Process Roles
Organizational Group Oversight Committee (OGOC). The OGOC will consider MRO Regional Reliability
Standards that have been approved by the Registered Ballot Body (“RBB”) and recommended by the MRO
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program Advisory Council (CMEPAC) to be proposed to NERC and the
regulatory authorities for enforcement consistent with direct or delegated regulatory authorities of MRO. Once the
proposed MRO Regional Reliability Standard is approved by NERC and the regulatory authorities, it becomes
effective in the MRO region consistent with the MRO’s direct or delegated regulatory authority.
One mission of the CMEPAC is to assure that the compliance program and policies are followed according to the
rules and carried out in a non-discriminatory manner, subject to the OGOC approval with MRO staff and OGOC
oversight. The compliance program is designed around compliance with Reliability Standards. The development of
a MRO Regional Reliability Standard, in particular the measures and compliance administration portions of the
standard, shall have direct input from the CMEPAC. The CMEPAC is also responsible for managing the standards
processes for the development of standards, VRFs, VSLs, definitions, variances, and interpretations in accordance
with this manual. The CMEPAC is responsible for ensuring that the standards, VRFs, VSLs, definitions, variances,
and interpretations developed by drafting teams are developed in accordance with the processes in this manual
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and meet NERC’s benchmarks for reliability standards as well as criteria for governmental approval 1.
The CMEPAC has the right to remand work to a drafting team, to reject the work of a drafting team, or to accept
the work of a drafting team. The CMEPAC may direct a drafting team to revise its work to follow the processes in this
manual, or to meet the criteria for NERC’s benchmarks for reliability standards, or to meet the criteria for
governmental approval. The CMEPAC meets at regularly scheduled intervals (either in person, or by other means)
and are open to all interested parties.
When presented with a Standard Authorization Request (SAR) the CMEPAC will determine if the SAR is sufficient
to guide standards development and whether the SAR is consistent with this manual. The CMEPAC will take one
of the following actions:
1. Accept the SAR.
2. Remand the SAR back to the standards staff for additional work.
3. Reject the SAR. If the CMEPAC rejects a SAR, it shall provide a written explanation
for rejection to the sponsor within fifteen business days of the rejection decision.
4. Delay action on the SAR pending development of a technical justification for the
proposed project
If the CMEPAC remands, rejects, or delays action on a SAR, the sponsor may file an appeal following the appeals
process provided in this manual.
If the CMEPAC is presented with a SAR that proposes developing a new standard but does not have a technical
justification upon which the standard can be developed, the CMEPAC shall direct the standards staff to post the
SAR for a 30-day comment period solely to collect stakeholder feedback on the scope of technical foundation, if
any, needed to support the proposed project. If a technical foundation is determined to be necessary, the CMEPAC
shall solicit assistance from MRO’s technical committees or other industry experts in providing that foundation
before authorizing development of the associated standard.
If the CMEPAC accepts a SAR, the CMEPAC shall work with the standards staff to coordinate the posting of the
SAR(s).
Compliance Manager (CM). - The Compliance Manager (CM), a MRO staff function, and the CMEPAC shall
provide input and comments during the standards development process to ensure the measures will be effective
and other aspects of the compliance program practically implemented.
Standards Process Manager (SPM) - This is a MRO staff function. The Standards Manager who will act as the
SPM shall manage the MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process. The SPM is responsible for ensuring that the
development and revision of standards is in accordance with this manual. The SPM works to ensure the integrity of
the process and consistency of quality and completeness of the MRO Regional Reliability Standards. The SPM

1

The Ten Benchmarks of an Excellent Reliability Standard and FERC’s Criteria for Approving Reliability Standards are
posted on the NERC Standards Web Page.
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facilitates all steps in the process.
Standards Process Staff - MRO staff will assist the CMEPAC, SPM, Requester, and Standard Drafting Team
(SDT).
Registered Ballot Body (RBB) - The RBB comprises all entities that:
1. Qualify for one of the Industry Segments approved by the BOD 2, and
2. Are registered in the MRO RBB.
Each voter must be a member of the RBB - Note: An individual's membership in the RBB will be in a “Pending”
stage immediately following registration; in order to be able to vote, your registration must be activated, and
activation may take up to 24 hours.
Each registered member of the RBB is eligible to participate in the voting process for each Standards Action (add,
change, or withdraw). However, each MRO RBB member (company) may have only one vote per eligible segment.
The RBB will ensure, through its vote, the need for and the technical merits of, a proposed Standards Action and
the appropriate consideration of views and objections received during the development process. The RBB votes to
approve each Standards Action.
The MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process relies on open and inclusive participation by the electric utility
industry and the interested public. Participation and voting is open to non-members of MRO; at this time there are
no fees for participation or voting.
Requester - A requester is any person or entity (organization, company, government agency, etc.) that submits a
complete request for development, revision, or withdrawal of a standard. Any person or entity that is directly and
materially affected by an existing standard or the need for a new standard may submit a completed SAR for any of
the three following actions; a new standard to be developed, a revision to an existing standard, or a withdrawal of an
existing standard.
SAR Drafting Team - A team of industry experts appointed by the CMEPAC, that:
1. Assists in refining the SAR,
2. Considers and responds to comments, and
3. Participates in industry forums to help build consensus on the SAR.
Standard Drafting Team (SDT) - A team of industry experts appointed by the CMEPAC, that:
1. Develops the details of the standard
2. Considers and responds to comments
3. Participates in industry or regional forums to help build consensus on posted draft
standards
Sub-regional Variance - A sub-regional variance is an approved, alternative method of achieving the reliability
2

Appendix D contains a description of the latest version of the Industry Segments approved by the Board of Directors.
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intent of one or more requirements in a standard. No Regional Entity or bulk power system owner, operator, or user
shall claim a sub-regional variance from a regional reliability standard without approval of such a sub-regional
variance through the relevant standard approval procedure for the sub-regional variance. Each sub-regional
variance from a regional reliability standard that is approved by NERC and applicable governmental authorities
shall be made an enforceable part of the associated regional reliability standard. Regional drafting teams shall aim to
develop standards with requirements that apply on a regional basis, minimizing the need for sub-regional variances
while still achieving the standard’s reliability objectives. If one or more requirements cannot be met or complied
with as written, because of a physical difference in the bulk power system or because of an operational difference
(such as a conflict with a Federally or Provincially approved tariff), but the requirement’s reliability objective can be
achieved in a different fashion, an entity or a group of entities may pursue a sub-regional variance from one or more
requirements in a regional standard. It is the responsibility of the entity that needs a sub-regional variance to
identify that need and initiate the processing of that sub-regional variance through the submittal of a SAR. Such a
sub-regional variance may be proposed by a group of sub-regional entities in accordance with Step 1 of this
process manual. If approved by MRO, NERC and regulatory authorities, the sub-regional variance shall be
enforced within the MRO region pursuant to its delegated authority.

MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARDS CONSENSUS DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS OVERVIEW
The process for development of MRO Regional Reliability Standards to be proposed to NERC and regulatory
authorities for approval and eventual enforcement under direct or delegated authority is illustrated in the Process
Diagram in Appendix A and has the following characteristics:
Inclusive - Any entity (person, organization, company, government agency, individual, etc.) with a direct material
interest in the bulk power system in the MRO area shall have a right to participate by: a) expressing a position and
its basis, b) having that position considered, and c) having the right to appeal.
Openness - Participation is open to all persons who are directly and materially affected by the reliability of the MRO
region bulk power system. There shall be no undue financial barriers to participation. Participation shall not be
conditional upon membership in MRO or any organization, and shall not be unreasonably restricted on the basis of
technical qualifications or other such requirements.
Balance - The MRO Regional Reliability Standards Development Process shall have a balance of interests and
shall not be dominated by any two interest categories, and no single interest category shall be able to defeat a
matter.
Transparent - All actions material to the development of MRO regional reliability standards shall be transparent.
All standards development meetings shall be open and publicly announced on the MRO Web site.
Timeliness - The MRO Regional Reliability Standards Development Process does not unnecessarily delay
development of the proposed reliability standard.
Fair Due Process - The MRO Regional Reliability Standards Development Process provides for reasonable notice
and opportunity for public comment. The procedure includes public notice of the intent to develop a standard, a
public comment period on the proposed standard, due consideration of those public comments, and a ballot of all
persons who are directly and materially affected.
The MRO Regional Reliability Standards development process is intended to develop consensus, first on the need
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for the standard, then on the standard itself. The process includes the following key elements:
Nomination of a proposed standard, revision to a standard, or withdrawal of a standard using a SAR.
Public posting of the SAR - to allow all parties to review and provide comments on the need for the proposed
standard and the expected outcomes and impacts from implementing the proposed standard. Notice of standards
shall provide an opportunity for participation by all directly and materially affected persons.
Review of the public comments - in response to the SAR and prioritization of proposed standards, leading to the
authorization to develop standards for which there is a consensus-based need.
Assignment of teams - to draft the new or revised standard.
Drafting of the standard.
Public posting of the draft standard - to allow all parties to review and provide comments on the draft standard.
At this point, the need for the standard has been established and comments should focus on aspects of the draft
standard itself.
Field testing of the draft standard and measures - The need and extent of recommendations for field testing
shall be determined by the SDT and submitted through the SPM to the CMEPAC for approval. The SDT shall request
input from the MRO Standing Committee members.
•

Field-testing may be region-wide or may consist of one or more, lesser scale demonstrations, evaluations,
or other CMEPAC approved methods.

•

Field-testing should be cost effective and practical, yet sufficient to validate the requirements, measures,
measurement processes, and other elements of the standard necessary to implement the Compliance
Program.

•

For some standards and their associated measures, field-testing may not be appropriate, such as those
measures that consist of administrative reports.

Formal balloting of the standard for approval by the RBB.
Re-ballot to consider specific comments - by those submitting comments with negative votes.
Approval of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard.
Appeals mechanism as appropriate for the impartial handling of substantive and procedural complaints regarding action or inaction related to the standards process.

Process Steps
The first three steps in the MRO Regional Reliability Standards Development Process serve to establish
consensus on the need for the standard.
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Step 1 - Request to Develop a Standard, Revise Existing Standard or withdraw a Standard
Objective: A valid SAR shall contain a description of the proposed regional reliability subject matter containing
sufficient descriptive detail to clearly define the purpose, scope, impacted parties, and other relevant information of
the proposed standard. An example of a SAR form can be found in Appendix B.
Sequence Considerations: Submitting a valid SAR is the first step in proposing a standard action. A requester
may prepare a draft of the proposed standard, which the CMEPAC may authorize for concurrent posting with the
SAR. This could be useful for a standard action with a clearly defined and limited scope or one for which
stakeholder consensus on the need and scope is likely. Complex standards where broad debate of issues is
required should be presented in two stages. The first stage is the completion of a valid SAR to get agreement on the
scope and purpose, the second stage is the development of the standard later in Step 6.
Requests to develop, revise, interpret, or withdraw a MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall be submitted to the
SPM by completing a SAR. Actions in the remaining steps of the standards process apply to proposed new
standards, revisions to existing standards, sub-regional variances, interpretations, or withdrawal of existing
standards, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
The SAR is a description of the subject matter of the new or revised standard along with a proposed
implementation plan and includes:
•

Descriptive detail to clearly define the scope of the standard.

•

A statement of the purpose of the standard

•

A needs statement that provides justification for the development or revision of the standard; including an
assessment of the reliability and market interface impacts of implementing or not implementing the
standard.

Appendix B provides a sample template of the SAR form.
The SPM shall maintain the SAR form and make it available electronically.
Any person or entity directly or materially affected by an existing standard or the need for a new or revised
standard may initiate a SAR.
The requester shall submit the SAR to the SPM electronically and the SPM shall electronically acknowledge receipt
of the SAR within 15 days. The SPM shall send the electronic acknowledgement simultaneously to the requester
and to NERC.
The SPM shall assist the requester in developing the SAR, reviewing NERC Reliability Standards to see whether
they already address the need, identify issues with interconnected regions, and verify that the SAR complies with
this manual. The SPM will respond to the requester within 45 days of the request.
The SPM shall forward all properly completed SARs to the CMEPAC. The CMEPAC shall meet at established
intervals to review all pending SARs. The frequency of the review process will depend on workload; in no case shall
a properly completed SAR wait for CMEPAC action more than 60 days from the date of receipt.
Within 60 days of receipt of a completed standard request, the CMEPAC shall determine the disposition of the
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standard request. The CMEPAC may take one of the following actions:
•

Accept the standard request as a candidate for development of a new standard, revision of an existing
standard, or deletion of an existing standard. The CMEPAC may, at its discretion, expand or narrow the
scope of the standard request under consideration. The CMEPAC shall prioritize the development of the
standard in relation to other proposed standards, as may be required based on the volume of requests and
resources.

•

Reject the standard request. If the CMEPAC rejects a standard request, a written explanation for rejection
will be delivered to the requester within 30 days of the decision.

•

Remand the standard request back to the requester for additional work. The SPM will make reasonable
efforts to assist the requester in addressing the deficiencies identified by the CMEPAC. The requester may
then resubmit the modified standard request using the process above. The requester may choose to
withdraw the standard request from further consideration prior to acceptance by the CMEPAC.

The status of the SAR shall be tracked electronically by the SPM. The SAR and its status shall be posted for public
viewing including any actions or decisions.
Step 2 - Solicit Public Comments on the SAR
Objective: Establish that there is stakeholder consensus on the need, scope, and applicability of the requester's
proposed standards' action.
Sequence Considerations: A SAR may be posted only after completion of Step 1. A SAR may at the discretion of
the CMEPAC, be posted for comment concurrently with a draft standard (Step 6).
Once a SAR has been accepted by the CMEPAC as a candidate for the development of a new or revised standard,
the SPM shall post the SAR for the purpose of soliciting public comments.
The SPM shall notify the RBB, the MRO region, NERC, and other interested parties that the SAR has been
accepted by the CMEPAC and posted for comment.
Within thirty (30) days of acceptance by the CMEPAC, the SAR shall be posted electronically and comments on
the SAR(s) will be accepted for a 30-day period from the date of posting. Comments will be accepted on-line. The
SPM will provide a copy of the comments to the requester. In addition, comments will be visible to the RBB during
the commenting period. Based on the comments, the requester may decide to: submit the SAR for authorization,
withdraw the SAR, or revise and resubmit it to the SPM for another posting in the next available comment period.
The requester shall give prompt consideration to the written views and objections of all participants. The requester,
with support from the SPM or SPM assigned staff, shall make an effort to resolve all expressed objections and
shall advise each objector of the disposition of the objection and the reasons therefore. In addition, the SPM shall
inform each objector that an appeals process exists within the MRO standards process.
While there is no established limit on the number of times a SAR may be posted for comment, the CMEPAC
retains the right to reverse its prior decision and reject a SAR if it believes continued revisions are not productive.
Once again, the CMEPAC shall notify the requester in writing of the rejection and the availability of the Appeals
Process. During the SAR comment process, the requester may become aware of potential sub-regional differences
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(within MRO) related to the proposed standard. To the extent possible, the requester should make any sub-regional
differences or exceptions a part of the SAR so that, if the SAR is authorized, such variations will be made a part of
the draft new or revised standard.
Step 3 - Authorization to Proceed With Drafting of a New or Revised Standard
Objective: Authorize development of a standard that is consistent with the SAR and for which there is stakeholder
consensus on the need, scope, and applicability.
Sequence Considerations: The CMEPAC may formally authorize the development of a standards' action only after
due consideration of SAR comments to determine there is consensus on the need, scope, and applicability of the
proposed standard.
After the public provides comments on the SAR, the requester may decide to submit the SAR to the CMEPAC for
authorization to draft the standard. The CMEPAC reviews the comments received in response to the SAR and any
revisions to the SAR. The CMEPAC, considering the public comments received and their resolution, may then take
one of the following actions:
•

Authorize the drafting of the proposed standard or revisions to a standard.

•

Reject the SAR with a written explanation to the requester and post that explanation.

If the CMEPAC rejects a SAR, the requester may file an appeal.
Step 4 – Formation of the SDT
Objective: Appoint a SDT that has the expertise, competencies, and diversity of views that are necessary to
develop the standard.
Sequence Considerations: The CMEPAC may appoint a SDT concurrently with or after authorization of the
development of a standard (Step 3).
For each new SAR, the SPM shall post a request that interested parties complete a ”SDT Self-Nomination” form.
Those individuals who complete and submit these self-nomination forms will be considered for appointment to the
associated SDT.
Once a SAR has been authorized by the CMEPAC to proceed to the drafting stage, the CMEPAC shall assign the
development of the standard to a SDT. The SPM shall recommend a list of candidates for appointment to the team
and shall submit the list to the CMEPAC. The CMEPAC shall appoint the drafting team membership within 60 days
of accepting a standard request for development, modifying the recommendations of the SPM as the CMEPAC
deems appropriate, and assign development of the proposed standard to the drafting team. In the event that the
CMEPAC is unable to appoint a drafting team within 60 days, one shall be appointed at the earliest possible date.
The SDT shall elect a Chairman for their team. This team shall consist of individuals who collectively have the
necessary technical expertise and work process skills.
The SPM shall assign MRO Standards Process staff personnel to assist in the drafting of the standard.
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Step 5 - Draft New or Revised Standard
Objective: Develop a standard within the scope of the SAR.
Sequence Considerations: Development of the draft standard follows the authorization by the CMEPAC (Step 3)
and appointment of a SDT (Step 4). Steps 5 and 6 may be iterated as necessary to consider stakeholder
comments and build consensus on the draft standard.
The drafting team shall develop a work plan for completing the regional reliability standard, including the
establishment of a milestone schedule for completing critical elements of the work in sufficient detail to ensure that
the drafting team will meet the objectives established by the CMEPAC. The drafting team shall submit its work plan
to the CMEPAC for its approval.
The drafting team shall convene periodically, either in person or by electronic means as necessary, to establish
work teams (made up of members of the drafting team) as necessary, and perform other activities to complete the
proposed standard within the milestone date(s) agreed upon by the CMEPAC.
The work product of the drafting team will consist of the following:
•

A draft standard consistent with the standard request on which it was based.

•

An assessment of the reliability impact of the standard request within the region and in neighboring regions,
including appropriate input from the neighboring regions if the standard request is determined to impact any
neighboring region.

•

An implementation plan, including the nature, extent and duration of field-testing needed, if any.

•

Identification of any existing standard that will be deleted, in part or whole, or otherwise impacted by the
implementation of the draft standard.

•

Technical reports, white papers and/or work papers that provide technical support for the draft standard
under consideration.

The team regularly (at frequency determined by the CMEPAC) shall inform the CMEPAC of its progress in meeting
a timely completion of the draft standard.
If the SDT determines that the scope of the SAR is inappropriate based on its own work and stakeholder
comments, the team shall notify the CMEPAC. The SDT may recommend the scope of the standard be reduced to
allow the effort to continue forward, while still remaining within the scope of the SAR. Reducing the scope defined in
the SAR is acceptable if the SDT finds, for instance, that additional technical research is needed prior to developing a
portion of the standard or if issues need to be resolved before consensus can be achieved on a portion of the
standard. In this case, the SDT shall provide detailed justification of need for reducing the scope. The CMEPAC,
based on the SDT recommendation and a review of stakeholder comments, will determine if the change in scope is
acceptable.
If the SDT determines it is necessary to expand the scope of the standard or to modify the scope in a way that is no
longer consistent with the scope defined in the SAR, then the SDT may initiate or recommend another requester
initiate a new SAR (Step 1) to develop the expanded or modified scope. At no time will a SDT develop a standard
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that is not within the scope of the SAR that was authorized for development.
If the SDT elects to narrow the SAR scope, or identifies issues not in the SAR scope, then a report shall be
prepared and sent to the CMEPAC.
Once the standard has been drafted, the SPM in conjunction with the CMEPAC shall perform a review for quality 3
and completeness. The review for quality may include a legal review in conjunction with the quality review. Issues
discovered after the quality review will be brought to the attention of the SDT for resolution.
Each reliability standard shall include one or more requirements, which if achieved by the applicable entities, will
provide for a reliable bulk power system, consistent with good utility practices and the public interest. Each
requirement shall establish an objective that is the best approach for bulk power system reliability, considering the
costs and benefits of implementing the proposal. Each requirement shall be stated to be objectively measurable by
a third party with knowledge or expertise in the area addressed by that requirement.
Requirements should have the following characteristics:
•

Each requirement shall identify what the functional entities shall do, under what special conditions (if any),
for what reliability benefit.

•

Each requirement should be aimed at achieving one objective and written in the ‘active’ voice.

•

If specific results can be practically measured quantitatively, metrics should be provided within the
requirement to indicate satisfactory performance.

•

To the maximum extent possible, the requirement shall be designed to apply throughout the interconnected
MRO Bulk-Power System.

The SPM shall also ensure the draft standard is within the scope and purpose identified in the SAR. This review shall
occur within a 15-day period.
At the direction of the CMEPAC, the SPM shall post the new or revised standard for public comment once this
review is completed. The SPM shall notify the RBB, the MRO region, NERC, and other interested parties that the
new or revised standard has been posted for public comment.
Step 6 - Solicit Public Comments on Draft Standard
Objective: Receive stakeholder inputs on the draft standard for the purpose of assessing consensus on the draft
standard, and modifying the draft standard as needed to achieve consensus.
Sequence Considerations: The posting of a draft standard will occur after the appointment of a SDT and
development of a draft by the team. Alternatively, a draft standard submitted by the requester may be posted for
comment concurrently with the associated SAR, with the condition that the SAR and draft standard meet the
requirements of this procedure and are consistent with each other. In all cases, public comments on the draft
standard shall be solicited prior to the CMEPAC approving the standard going to ballot (Step 9).
Once a draft standard has been verified by the SPM to be within the scope and purpose of the SAR and in
3

See the latest NERC Quality Review Document.
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compliance with this manual, the SPM will post the draft standard for the first formal comment period. The
posting of the draft standard will be linked to the SAR for reference. Comments on the draft standard will be
accepted for a minimum 30-day period from the notice of posting. Comments will be accepted on-line and will be
viewable during the posted commenting period.
The SDT shall develop an implementation plan for the standard that will be posted in conjunction with the standard
for at least one stakeholder comment period. Once the implementation plan has been developed and posted for
stakeholder comment, it shall remain part of the standard action for subsequent postings and shall be included on
the ballot for the standard. The implementation plan shall describe when the standard will become effective. If the
implementation is to be phased, the plan will describe which elements of the standard are to be applied to each
class of responsible entities, and when. The plan will describe any deployment considerations unique to the
standard, such as computer applications, measurement devices, databases, or training, as well as any other
special steps necessary to prepare for and initially implement the standard.
The second formal comment period will be 45-day duration and will take place after the SDT has posted its
consideration of comments and conforming changes to the associated standard. Formation of the ballot pool will
take place during the first 30 days of the 45 day posting. Balloting, in accordance with Step 9, will occur during the
last 10 days.
In all cases, public comments on the draft standard shall be solicited prior to the CMEPAC approving the standard
going to ballot (Step 9).
Step 7 - Field Testing (At the discretion of the CMEPAC)
Objective: Determine if testing is required to validate the concepts, requirements, measures, and compliance
elements of the standard and implement that testing.
Sequence Considerations: Testing may be completed during or after Steps 1 through 6. Testing and associated
analysis of results (Step 8) must be completed prior to determining whether to submit the standard to ballot (Step
9).
Taking into consideration stakeholder comments received through Step 6, the SDT may recommend to the
CMEPAC or the CMEPAC may mandate that a test of one or more aspects of a standard is needed. The MRO
Compliance Manager will also evaluate whether field-testing of the compliance elements of the proposed new or
revised standard is needed and advise the CMEPAC. The CMEPAC will approve all field tests of proposed
standards based on the recommendations of the SDT and the Compliance Manager. If needed, the CMEPAC will
also request inputs on technical matters from applicable standing committees or other experts.
Once the field-testing plan is approved, the SPM will, under the direction of the CMEPAC, oversee the field-testing
of the standard. Throughout the field-testing process, compliance with the existing standard is required.
In some cases, measurement may be an administrative task and no field-testing is required at all.
In other cases, one or more limited scale demonstrations, evaluations, or another CMEPAC approved method may
be sufficient.
Step 8 - Analysis of the Comments and Field Test Results
Objective: Evaluate stakeholder comments and field-test results to determine if there is consensus that the
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proposed standard should go to ballot or requires additional work.
Sequence Considerations: This step follows Steps 6 and 7 and must precede Step 9.
The SPM will assemble the comments on the draft standard and distribute those comments to the SDT. The SDT
shall give prompt consideration to the written views and objections of all participants. An effort to resolve all
expressed objections shall be made, and each objector shall be advised of the disposition of the objection and the
reasons therefore. The SDT shall prepare a summary of the comments received and the changes made to the
proposed standard as a result of these comments. The SDT shall summarize comments that were rejected by the
SDT and the reason(s) that these comments were rejected, in part or whole. The summary, along with a response
to each comment received, will be posted on the MRO website no later than the next posting of the proposed
standard. In addition, each objector will be informed that an appeals process exists within the MRO standards
process.
Based on comments received, the SDT may determine there is an opportunity to achieve consensus for the
standard. In this case, the SDT may elect to return to Step 5 and revise the draft for another posting. Although
there is no predetermined limit on the number of times a draft standard may be revised and posted, the SDT
should ensure the potential benefits of another posting outweigh the burden on the SDT and stakeholders.
Returning to Step 5 to continue working on the standard is the prerogative of the SDT, subject to CMEPAC
oversight.
If the SDT determines the draft standard is ready for ballot, the SDT shall submit the draft standard to the
CMEPAC with a request to proceed to balloting, along with the comments received and responses to the
comments. Based on the comments received and field-testing, the SDT may include revisions that are not
substantive. Substantive changes to a draft standard shall not be permitted between the last posting for
stakeholder comment and submittal for ballot. A substantive change is one that directly and materially affects the
intent or use of the standard. For example, adding, deleting, or revising requirements; or adding, deleting, or
revising measurements for which compliance is mandatory. Any non-substantive changes such as: spelling,
grammar, or formatting, made prior to going to ballot, will be identified to stakeholders at the time of the ballot
notice. If the SDT determines, based on comments received, that substantive changes to the standard are
required, the standard will be re-posted for comment and a notice sent to the MRO region, the RBB, NERC, and
other interested parties that the revised standard has been re-posted for public comment.
When the CMEPAC receives a draft standard that has been recommended for ballot, the CMEPAC will review the
standard to ensure that the proposed standard is consistent with the scope of the SAR; addresses all of the
objectives cited in Steps 1-8, as applicable; and is compatible with other existing standards. If the proposed
standard does not pass this review, the CMEPAC shall remand the proposed standard to the SDT to address the
deficiencies. If the proposed standard passes the review, the CMEPAC shall set the proposed standard for ballot as
soon as the workflow will accommodate.
If the CMEPAC or SDT determines there is insufficient consensus to ballot the standard and further work is unlikely
to achieve consensus, the following may occur: (1) the SDT may recommend to the CMEPAC that standard
drafting be terminated and the SAR withdrawn or (2) the CMEPAC may terminate the standard drafting and accept
the withdrawal of the SAR. If the CMEPAC believes the SDT recommendation is unsubstantiated, the CMEPAC
may direct other actions consistent with this procedure, such as requesting the SDT to continue or appointing a new
SDT.
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Step 9 - Ballot the New Revised or Withdrawal of Standard
Objective: Approve the proposed standard by vote of industry stakeholders.
Sequence Considerations: The CMEPAC may determine, upon recommendation from the SDT, that all
requirements of Steps 1 through 8 have been satisfactorily met before authorizing an action to go to ballot.
If the CMEPAC decides to submit the standard to a vote, the SPM shall provide notice of such to the RBB, NERC,
as well as other interested parties, and electronically post the standard, all comments received, the responses to
those comments, and an implementation plan. Once the notice for a vote has been issued, no substantive
modifications may be made to the proposed standard unless the revisions are posted and a new notice of the vote
is issued.
First Ballot
Each voter must be a member of the Registered Ballot Body (RBB). Note: An individual's membership in the
RBB will be in a “Pending” stage immediately following registration; in order to be able to vote, your
registration must be activated, and activation may take up to 24 hours.
The ballot will be conducted electronically. In the event of balloting difficulties with electronic balloting, the
CMEPAC will address the issues and decide the corrective action accordingly to complete the ballot. All members
of the RBB shall be eligible to vote on the associated standard except, that only one member from an entity may vote
in any given segment. It is the responsibility of the entity to identify and notify the SPM of the eligible voter. The
voting options are:
•

Affirmative, with or without comment;

•

Negative, with or without comment (the comments for a negative vote may be given and, if possible, should
include specific wording or actions that would resolve the objection);

•

Abstain.

The time window for voting shall be designated when the draft standard is posted. In no case shall the voting time
window start sooner than fifteen (15) and no later than thirty (30) days from the notice of the posting. The voting
time window will be a period of ten (10) days.
This provides a minimum total of twenty-five (25) days from the initial notice until the end of the voting period.
Approval of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard or revision to a MRO Regional Reliability Standard requires:
•

A quorum, which is established by at least 4 of the Segments submitting a response with an affirmative
vote, a negative vote, or an abstention; and

•

An affirmative vote from at least two-thirds of the segments participating in the vote. Each segment vote is
determined by the majority of the votes cast in the segment, either affirmative or negative. Abstentions and
non-responses will not be counted.

Voting results, comments, and responses, if necessary, will be posted for public viewing as soon as is practical
after the balloting period closes. Voting results and comments may be posted prior to the responses.
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Balloting examples are provided in Appendix D.
Members of the RBB should submit any comments on the proposed standard during the public comment period. If
any Negative votes with comments are received during the ballot period, they shall be addressed in accordance
with Step 8 and included with the re-circulation ballot.
The SPM shall assist the SDT in preparing a response to negative votes submitted with comments.
In addition, the SPM will inform each objector that an appeals process exists within the MRO standards process. A
negative vote that does not contain comments does not require a response. If there are no negative votes with
comments from the first ballot, then the results of the first ballot shall stand. If, however, one or more members
submit negative votes with comments, regardless of whether those comments are resolved, a second ballot shall
be conducted.
If a quorum of the Segments is not established, the standard shall be re-balloted, allowing ten (10) days for the
ballot. If a quorum is not established with the re-ballot, the SPM shall survey the RBB to establish interest in
participating in a ballot on the standard.
Second Ballot
In the second ballot (also called a “re-circulation ballot”), members of the RBB shall again be presented the
proposed standard (unchanged from the first ballot) along with the reasons for negative votes, the responses, and
any resolution of the differences.
All members of the RBB eligible to vote shall be permitted to reconsider and change their vote from the first ballot.
Eligible voting members of the RBB that did not respond to the first ballot shall be permitted to vote in the second
ballot. Only one vote will be accepted from each organization within a segment.
In the second ballot, votes will be counted by exception only - members on the second ballot may indicate a revision
to their original vote, otherwise their vote shall remain the same as in the first ballot. If a second ballot is conducted,
the results of the second ballot shall determine the status of the standard, regardless of the outcome of the first
ballot.
The voting time window for the second ballot is ten (10) days (to allow members to review comments and
responses). The 21-day posting is not required for the second ballot. Members of the RBB may submit comments
in the second ballot but no response to those comments is required.
In the second ballot step no revisions to the standard are permitted, as such revisions would not have been subject
to public comment. However, if the CMEPAC determines that revisions proposed during the ballot process would
likely provide an opportunity to achieve consensus on the standard, then such revisions may be made and the draft
standard posted for public comment again beginning with Step 6 and continuing with subsequent steps.
The SPM shall post the final outcome of the ballot process. If the standard is rejected, the process is ended and any
further work in this area would require a new SAR. If the standard is approved, the SPM shall post the consensus
standard and the CMEPAC Chair shall present it to the OGOC for consideration.
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Step 10 – Organizational Group Oversight Committee (OGOC) Approval of a Proposed MRO Regional
Reliability Standard
Objective: To have the OGOC approve the proposed new or revised, MRO Regional Reliability Standard. Once
properly approved by the BOD, accepted by NERC, and accepted for filing by the applicable regulatory authorities
in the United States and Canada, the Reliability Standard becomes effective.
Sequence Considerations: The thirty (30) day notice prior to action by the OGOC may begin concurrently with or
any time after the start of the first ballot. The thirty (30) day period shall not end any sooner than the end of the final
ballot.
A MRO Regional Reliability Standard submitted for consideration to the OGOC must be publicly posted and noticed
no less than fifteen (15) and no more than thirty (30) days prior to action by the BOD, included with the standard is
the implementation plan that was part of the posting process.
At a regular or special meeting, the OGOC shall consider the proposed MRO Regional Reliability Standard. The
OGOC shall consider the results of the balloting and dissenting opinions. The OGOC shall consider any advice
offered by the MRO CMEPAC. The OGOC may accept or reject a standard, but may not substantively modify a
proposed MRO Regional Reliability Standard. If the OGOC chooses not to propose a standard to NERC and the
applicable regulatory authorities in the United States and Canada, it shall provide its reasons for not doing so.
Upon acceptance of the standard, the SPM will submit the standard to NERC for approval and filing with the
applicable regulatory authorities in the United States and Canada.
A MRO Regional Reliability Standard that is approved by NERC and filed with the applicable regulatory authorities
shall become effective in accordance with applicable NERC and applicable regulatory proceedings. The
implementation plan is included with the proposed Reliability Standard.
The SPM shall publicly post the standard, showing the final status.
Step 11 - Implementation of the MRO Regional Reliability Standard
Objective: That Organizations subject to the standard use the standard, and the compliance program incorporates
the standard into its compliance monitoring and enforcement process.
Sequence Considerations: The effective date of a standard is defined in the standard implementation plan.
After approval of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard by the applicable authorities in the United States and
Canada, the SPM will forward the standard to the Compliance Manager for implementation, enforcement, and
monitoring by the CMEPAC, which will oversee the implementation and assess the effectiveness.

INTERPRETATIONS AND APPEALS
Interpretations of MRO Regional Reliability Standards
All persons who are directly and materially affected by the reliability of MRO bulk power systems shall be permitted to
request an interpretation of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard. The person requesting an interpretation shall
submit a SAR form to the SPM explaining the specific circumstances surrounding the request and what
clarifications are required as applied to those circumstances. The SAR should indicate the material impact to the
requesting party or others caused by the lack of clarity or a possibly incorrect interpretation of the standard. The
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SPM shall provide notice to the MRO region within ten (10) business days of such a request for interpretation.
Where practical, the SPM will assign the project to the team that developed the associated standard, or to a subset
of that drafting team. Once assigned the project, the drafting team should draft and post its interpretation as quickly
as practical. The interpretation is intended to provide greater clarity to an existing requirement, and should not
modify the intent of the original requirement.
As soon as practical (not more than 45 days), the SDT will draft a written interpretation to the standard addressing
the issues raised. The SPM shall take the draft interpretation to the CMEPAC for acceptance and coordination of a
quality review. The quality review will assess whether the interpretation is clear and provides the requested clarity
without expanding the requirement. The results of this review will be provided to the SDT and the CMEPAC. After
consultation with the SDT, the CMEPAC will decide if the interpretation is ready for posting.
The first formal comment period shall be 30 days. The SDT will consider stakeholder input provided during the
comment period. If substantive changes are required to the interpretation, another quality review may be required.
The second formal comment period shall be 45 days. The initial ballot shall occur during the last 10 days of the 45
day comment period. Balloting shall be consistent with Step 9. Once the ballot is successful, the interpretation shall
be sent to the MRO OGOC for approval in accordance with Step 10. Implementation of the interpretation will be
consistent with Step 11.
Withdrawal of an Interpretation
The interpretation shall stand until such time as the interpretation can be incorporated into a future revision of the
regional standard, or the interpretation is retired due to a future modification of the applicable requirement. If the
interpretation needs to be retired, a SAR shall be prepared and submitted in accordance with Steps 8, 9 and 10
contained in this MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process Manual.

Appeals
Persons who have directly and materially affected interests and who have been or will be adversely affected by any
substantive or procedural action or inaction related to the development, approval, revision, or withdrawal of a MRO
Regional Reliability Standard shall have the right to appeal. This appeals process applies only to the MRO
Regional Reliability Standards process as defined in this manual.
The burden of proof to show adverse effect shall be on the appellant. Appeals shall be made within 30 days of the
date of the action purported to cause the adverse effect, except appeals for inaction, which may be made at any
time. In all cases, the request for appeal must be made prior to the next step in the process.
The final decisions of any appeal shall be documented in writing and made public.
The appeals process provides two levels, with the goal of expeditiously resolving the issue to the satisfaction of the
participants:
Level 1 Appeal
Level 1 is the required first step in the appeals process. The appellant shall submit to the SPM, a complaint in
writing that describes the substantive or procedural action or inaction associated with a MRO Regional Reliability
Standard or the MRO Regional Reliability Standards process. The appellant shall describe in the complaint the
actual or potential adverse impact to the appellant. Assisted by any necessary staff and CMEPAC resources, the
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SPM shall prepare a written response addressed to the appellant as soon as practical but not more than 45 days
after receipt of the complaint. If the appellant accepts the response as a satisfactory resolution of the issue, both
the complaint and response shall be made a part of the public record associated with the standard.
Level 2 Appeal
If, after the Level 1 Appeal the appellant remains unsatisfied with the resolution, and indicates such in writing to the
SPM, the SPM shall convene a Level 2 Appeals Panel. This panel shall consist of five (5) panel members total,
appointed by the BOD. In all cases, Level 2 Appeals Panel members shall have no direct affiliation with the
participants in the appeal.
The SPM shall post the complaint and other relevant materials and provide at least 30 day notice of the meeting of
the Level 2 Appeals Panel. In addition to the appellant, any person that is directly and materially affected by the
substantive or procedural action or inaction referenced in the complaint shall be heard by the panel. The panel
shall not consider any expansion to the scope of the appeal that was not presented in the Level 1 Appeal. The
panel may in its decision find for the appellant and remand the issue to the CMEPAC with a statement of the issues
and facts in regard to which fair and equitable action was not taken. The panel may find against the appellant with a
specific statement of the facts that demonstrate fair and equitable treatment of the appellant and the appellant’s
objections. The panel may not, however, revise, approve, or disapprove a MRO Regional Reliability Standard, as
these responsibilities remain with the standard’s RBB and OGOC respectively. The SPM shall publicly post the
actions of the Level 2 Appeals Panel.
In addition to the foregoing, a procedural objection that has not been resolved may be submitted to the OGOC for
consideration at the time the OGOC decides whether to approve proposing a particular MRO Regional Reliability
Standard for NERC consideration and eventual enforceability. The objection must be in writing, signed by an officer
of the objecting entity, and contain a concise statement of the relief requested and a clear demonstration of the
facts that justify that relief. The objection must be filed no later than 30 days after the announcement of the vote by
the RBB on the MRO Regional Reliability Standard in question.

ERRATA
Approved Reliability Standards
From time to time, an error may be discovered in an approved regional reliability standard. If the CMEPAC agrees
that the correction of the error does not change the scope or intent of the associated standard, and agrees that the
correction has no material impact on the end users of the standard, then the correction shall be submitted for
information to the MRO Board of Directors and filed for approval with applicable governmental authorities. The
MRO Board of Directors has resolved to concurrently approve any errata approved by the CMEPAC.
Errata are errors in approved standards that, if corrected, do not change the scope or intent of the associated
approved standard and do not have a material impact on the end users of the standard.
1. If the error falls into one of the following categories, the SPM will produce a red line version of the
standard that shows the proposed correction:
a. A misspelled word
b. An incorrect reference to a requirement or measure
c. A missing word that, when added, improves readability but does not change
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the technical content
d. An error that, if corrected, does not change the scope or technical content of
the standard
e. A discrepancy between the redline and clean versions of a balloted standard
2. If the error does not fall into the above categories as errata, the CMEPAC will review the standard to
determine if the criticality of the error warrants actions prior to the next scheduled review of the
standard.

Draft Standards
If a draft standard is found to have errata, as defined above, during an initial or recirculation ballot period; the SPM
shall be allowed to make the changes. The SPM will post a redline version of the document and notify
stakeholders.
Errata found during commenting periods will be handled by the commenting process as defined in steps 1 – 8 of
section IV.

MAINTENANCE OF MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARDS PROCESS
Process Revisions
A request to substantively change the MRO Regional Reliability Standards Process Development process shall
begin with the preparation of a SAR, and be handled using the same procedure as a request to revise a MRO
Regional Reliability Standard. The exception is that a single ballot without regard to negative comments from the
RBB shall be conducted and the results of that ballot will be binding. Non-substantive changes will be handled
through the abbreviated process listed below. Once approved by the RBB, any proposed revisions to this manual
would go to the BOD, NERC, and the applicable authorities in the United States and Canada for approval.
The OGOC may make changes to the Industry Segments referenced in Appendix D. These changes shall be
carried over to this process without the need to prepare a SAR. In addition, the CMEPAC may alter the document
number on any existing or proposed standard without going through the MRO Regional Standards Process.
Abbreviated Process for Procedural/Administrative Changes
The SPM shall handle all procedural/administrative requests using an abbreviated process described here. The
SPM shall post all proposed procedural/administrative revisions to the MRO Regional Reliability Standards
Development Process for a minimum 30 day comment period. The CMEPAC shall consider all comments received
and modify the proposed revisions as needed. Based on the degree of consensus for the revisions, the CMEPAC
may:
a. Submit the revised procedure directly to the OGOC for adoption;
b. Submit the revised procedure for ballot pool approval prior to submitting it for OGOC
adoption (the regular voting process in the procedure, including a re-circulation ballot
if needed, would be used and the results of the ballot would be binding on the decision
to move the revisions to the OGOC or not);
c. Propose additional changes and repeat the posting for further comment;
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d. Remand the proposal to the requester for further work; or
e. Reject the proposal.
The SPM shall post any proposed revisions submitted for OGOC adoption for a period of 30 days prior to OGOC
action. The CMEPAC shall submit to the OGOC a description of the basis for the procedure changes, a summary of
the comments received, and any minority views expressed in the comment process. The proposed procedure
revisions will be effective upon OGOC adoption, or another date designated by the BOD.

Five-Year Review
The standards process manual and each MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall be reviewed at least once every
five (5) years from the effective date or when it was reviewed last, whichever is the later. The review process shall
be conducted by soliciting comments from the stakeholders. If no changes are warranted, the CMEPAC shall
recommend to the OGOC that the Standard or manual be reaffirmed. If the review indicates a need to revise or
withdraw the standard or manual, a SAR shall be prepared and submitted to the SPM. The SPM shall be responsible
for administration of the five year review of the standards process manual and the MRO Regional Reliability
Standards.

On-line Standards Information System
The SPM shall be responsible for maintaining an electronic database of information regarding currently proposed
and currently in effect MRO Regional Reliability Standards. This information shall include current standards in
effect, proposed revisions to standards, and proposed new standards. This information shall provide a record, for at
a minimum of the previous five years, of the review and approval process for each MRO Regional Reliability
Standard, including public comments received during the development and approval process. This information shall
be available through public Internet access.

Archived Standards Information
The SPM shall be responsible for maintaining a historical record of MRO Regional Reliability Standards information
that is no longer maintained on-line. Archived information of previously approved standards and version history
shall be retained indefinitely as practical, but in no case less than five years or one complete standard review cycle
from the date on which the standard was no longer in effect. Archived records of standards information shall be
available electronically within 30 days following the receipt by the SPM of a written request.

Numbering System
The SPM shall establish, maintain, and electronically post a system of identification numbers that allow MRO
Regional Reliability Standards to be categorized and easily referenced. Re-numbering of approved standards does
not warrant standard review but will be handled through the CMEPAC. The SPM will notify the MRO region and
post the information electronically prior to making the change.

Supporting Documents
The following table identifies documents that may be developed to support a MRO Regional Reliability Standard.
These documents may explain or facilitate implementation of standards but do not themselves contain mandatory
requirements subject to compliance review. Any requirements that are mandatory must be incorporated into the
standard. For example, a procedure that must be followed as written must be incorporated into a MRO Regional
Reliability Standard. If the procedure defines one way, but not necessarily the only way, to implement a standard it is
more appropriately a reference.
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Type of Document
Standard Reference

Standard Supplement

Procedure

Technical Reference

Guideline

Description
Descriptive or explanatory
information to support the
understanding and
interpretation of an MRO
Regional Reliability
Standard.
Data forms, pro forma
documents, and
associated instructions
that support the
implementation of an
MRO Regional Reliability
Standard.
Instructions defining a
particular process or
operation. Procedures
may support the
implementation of an
MRO Regional Reliability
Standard.
Descriptive, technical
information or analysis. A
technical reference may
support the
implementation of an
MRO Regional Reliability
Standard.
Recommended process
that identifies a method of
meeting a requirement
under specific conditions.
A guideline may support
the implementation of an
MRO Regional Reliability
Standard.
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APPENDIX A – MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARDS PROCESS
DIAGRAM
Request Standard (Submit
SAR) STEP 1

Solicit Public Comments
on Draft Standard
STEP 6

Post SAR for Comment
STEP 2

Field Testing
STEP 7

Revise SAR

Analysis of the Comments
and Field Test Results
STEP 8

Authorize Drafting Standard
STEP 3

Form Standard Drafting Team
STEP 4

Ballot the Standard
STEP 9

Recirculation

Approval of Standard
STEP 10

Draft Standard
STEP 5

Revise

Implement Standard
STEP 11

After MRO OGOC approval, the standard is submitted to NERC for approval and filing to the applicable regulatory
authorities. Upon regulatory acceptance or approval, the standard becomes enforceable as a Reliability Standard.
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APPENDIX B – INFORMATION IN A STANDARD AUTHORIZATION REQUEST
Below is a template of the required information to complete a Standard Authorization Request. The SPM shall be
responsible for implementing and maintaining this form as needed to support the information requirements of the
standards process.
Assigned
Standard Authorization Request Form
Title of Proposed Standard
Request Date

SAR Requestor Information

SAR Type (Check a box for each one that
applies.)

Name

New standard

Primary Contact

Revision or withdraw of an existing
standard

Telephone
Fax

Interpretation of an existing standard

E-mail

Urgent action
Other

Purpose (Describe the purpose of the standard — what the standard will achieve in support of
reliability.)

Industry Need (Provide a detailed statement justifying the need for the proposed
standard, along with any supporting documentation.)

Brief Description (Describe the proposed standard in sufficient detail to clearly define the scope in
a manner that can be easily understood by others.)
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Reliability Functions
The Standard will Apply to the Following Functions (Check box for each one that applies.)
Reliability
Coordinator

Responsible for the real-time operating reliability of its area and
in coordination with its neighboring reliability coordinator’s widearea view.

Balancing
Authority

Integrates resource plans ahead of time, maintains loadinterchange-resource balance within its metered boundary, and
supports system frequency in real time.

Planning
Coordinator

Assesses the longer-term reliability of its area and neighboring
area.

Resource
Planner

Develops a long-term (>one year) plan for the resource adequacy
of specific loads within a planning coordinator’s area.

Transmission
Planner

Develops a long-term (>one year) plan for the reliability of
transmission systems within its portion of the planning
coordinator area.

Transmission
Service
Provider

Provides transmission services to qualified market participants
under applicable transmission service agreements

Transmission
Owner

Owns transmission facilities.

Transmission
Operator

Operates and maintains the transmission facilities, and executes
switching orders.

Distribution
Provider

Provides and operates the “wires” between the transmission
system and the customer.

Generator
Owner

Owns and maintains generation unit(s).

Generator
Operator

Operates generation unit(s) and performs the functions of
supplying energy and interconnected operations services.

Version 5.1

30
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NERC Reliability and Market Interface Principles
Applicable Reliability Principles (Check box for all that apply.)
1. Interconnected bulk power systems shall be planned and operated in a coordinated
manner to perform reliably under normal and abnormal conditions as defined in the
NERC Standards.
2. The frequency and voltage of interconnected bulk power systems shall be controlled
within defined limits through the balancing of real and reactive power supply and
demand.
3. Information necessary for the planning and operation of interconnected bulk power
systems shall be made available to those entities responsible for planning and
operating the systems reliably.
4. Plans for emergency operation and system restoration of interconnected bulk power
systems shall be developed, coordinated, maintained, and implemented.
5. Facilities for communication, monitoring, and control shall be provided, used, and
maintained for the reliability of interconnected bulk power systems.
6. Personnel responsible for planning and operating interconnected bulk power systems
shall be trained, qualified, and have the responsibility and authority to implement
actions.
7. The security of the interconnected bulk power systems shall be assessed, monitored,
and maintained on a wide area basis.
8. Bulk power systems shall be protected from malicious physical or cyber-attacks.
Does the proposed standard comply with all of the following Market Interface
Principles? (Select ‘yes’ or ‘no’ from the drop-down box.)
1. The planning and operation of bulk power systems shall recognize that reliability is an
essential requirement of a robust North American economy. Yes
2. A MRO regional reliability standard shall not give any market participant an unfair
competitive advantage. Yes
3. A MRO regional reliability standard shall neither mandate nor prohibit any specific market
structure. Yes
4. A MRO regional reliability standard shall not preclude market solutions to achieving
compliance with that standard. Yes
5. A MRO regional reliability standard shall not require the public disclosure of commercially
sensitive information. All market participants shall have equal opportunity to access
commercially non-sensitive information that is required for compliance with reliability
standards. Yes
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Related Standards
Standard No.

Explanation

Related SARs
SAR ID

Explanation

Regional Differences
Region
TRE
MRO
NPCC
SERC
RFC
WECC

Explanation
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APPENDIX C – MRO REGIONAL RELIABILITY STANDARD EXAMPLE
Below is an example of a MRO Regional Reliability Standard. Please see the NERC Regional Reliability Standards
Evaluation Procedure for the most current format.
Identification
Number
Title
Applicability

A unique identification number assigned by the SPM.
A brief, descriptive phrase identifying the topic of the MRO Regional Reliability
Standard.
Clear identification of the functional classes of entities responsible for complying
with the standard, noting any specific additions or exceptions.
If not applicable to the entire MRO area, then a clear identification of the portion
of the bulk power system to which the standard applies. Any limitation on the
applicability of the standard based on electric facility requirements should be
described.

Effective Date
and Status

The effective date of the MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall be upon NERC
and regulatory approvals. The status of the standard will be indicated as active
or by reference to one of the numbered steps in the standards process.

Purpose

The purpose of the MRO Regional Reliability Standard shall explicitly state what
outcome will be achieved by the approved Reliability Standard. The purpose is
agreed to early in the process as a step toward obtaining approval to proceed
with the development of the Reliability Standard. The purpose should link the
standard to the relevant principle(s).

Requirement(s)

Explicitly stated
requirements.

technical,

performance,

preparedness,

or

certification

Each requirement identifies who is responsible and what action is to be
performed or what outcome is to be achieved. Each statement in the
requirements section shall be a statement for which compliance is mandatory.
Several types of requirements may exist, each with a different approach to
measurement:
• Performance-based requirements define a specific reliability objective
or outcome that has a direct, observable effect on the reliability of the
bulk power system, i.e., an effect that can be measured using power
system data or trends.
• Risk-based requirements define actions of entities that reduce a stated
risk to the reliability of the bulk power system and can be measured by
evaluating a particular product or outcome resulting from the required
action.
• Capability-based requirements define capabilities needed to perform
reliability functions and can be measured by demonstrating that the
capability exists as required.
Any additional comments or statements for which compliance is not mandatory,
such as background or explanatory information should be placed in a separate
document and referenced (see Supporting References).
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The potential reliability significance of each requirement, designated as a High,
Medium, or Lower Risk Factor in accordance with the criteria listed below:
A High Risk Factor requirement (a) is one that, if violated, could directly cause or
contribute to bulk power system instability, separation, or a cascading sequence of
failures, or could place the bulk power system at an unacceptable risk of instability,
separation, or cascading failures; or (b) is a requirement in a planning timeframe that,
if violated, could, under emergency, abnormal, or restorative conditions anticipated by
the preparations, directly cause or contribute to bulk power system instability,
separation, or a cascading sequence of failures, or could place the bulk power system
at an unacceptable risk of instability, separation, or cascading failures, or could hinder
restoration to a normal condition.
A Medium Risk Factor requirement (a) is a requirement that, if violated, could directly
affect the electrical state or the capability of the bulk power system, or the ability to
effectively monitor and control the bulk power system, but is unlikely to lead to bulk
power system instability, separation, or cascading failures; or (b) is a requirement in a
planning timeframe that, if violated, could, under emergency, abnormal, or restorative
conditions anticipated by the preparations, directly affect the electrical state or
capability of the bulk power system, or the ability to effectively monitor, control, or
restore the bulk power system, but is unlikely, under emergency, abnormal, or
restoration conditions anticipated by the preparations, to lead to bulk power system
instability, separation, or cascading failures, nor to hinder restoration to a normal
condition.
A Lower Risk Factor requirement is administrative in nature and (a) is a requirement
that, if violated, would not be expected to affect the electrical state or capability of the
bulk power system, or the ability to effectively monitor and control the bulk power
system; or (b) is a requirement in a planning time frame that, if violated, would not,
under the emergency, abnormal, or restorative conditions anticipated by the
preparations, be expected to affect the electrical state or capability of the bulk power
system, or the ability to effectively monitor, control, or restore the bulk power system.

Measure(s)

Each requirement shall be addressed by one or more measures. These measures will
be used to assess performance and outcomes for the purpose of determining
compliance with the requirements stated above.
Each measure shall identify to whom the measurement applies and the expected level
of performance or outcomes required demonstrating compliance.
Each measure shall be tangible, practical, and as objective as is practical.
It is important to realize that measures are proxies to assess required performance or
outcomes.
Achieving the full compliance level of each measurement should be a necessary and
sufficient indicator that the requirement was met.
Each measure shall clearly refer to the requirement(s) to which it applies.
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Glossary of Terms Used in Standards
Definitions of
Terms:

All defined terms used in MRO Regional Reliability Standards, shall be defined in the
glossary. Definitions may be approved as part of a standards action or as a separate
action. All definitions must be approved in accordance with the standards process.

Compliance Administration Elements
Compliance
Monitoring
Process

The following compliance elements, which are part of the standard and are balloted with
the standard are developed for each measure in a standard by the NERC compliance
program in coordination with the standard drafting team
The specific data or information that is required to measure performance or
outcomes.
• The entity that is responsible for providing the data or information for measuring
performance or outcomes.
• The process that will be used to evaluate data or information for the purpose of
assessing performance or outcomes
• The entity that is responsible for evaluating such data or information.
• The time period in which performance or outcomes is measured, evaluated, and
then reset.
• Measurement data retention requirements and assignment of responsibility for data
archiving.
Defines the degree to which compliance with a requirement was not achieved. The
violation severity levels, are part of the standard and are balloted with the standard, and
developed by the MRO compliance program in coordination with the standard drafting
team.
•

Violation
Severity
Levels

Supporting Information Elements
Interpretations

Formal interpretations of Regional Reliability Standard(s) proposed by the MRO and
approved by NERC, FERC, and the applicable Canadian regulatory authorities.
Interpretations are temporary, as the standard should be revised to incorporate the
interpretation.

Implementation
Plan

Each Regional Reliability Standard proposed by the MRO and approved by NERC,
FERC and the applicable Canadian regulatory authorities shall have an associated
implementation plan describing the effective date of the standard or effective dates if
there is a phased implementation. The implementation plan may also describe the
implementation of the standard in the compliance program and other considerations in
the initial use of the standard, such as necessary tools, training, etc. The
implementation plan must be posted for at least one public comment period and is
approved as part of the ballot of the standard.
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This section will reference related documents that support implementation of the
Reliability Standard proposed by the MRO and approved by NERC and the regulatory
authorities, but are not themselves mandatory. Examples include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developmental history of the standard and prior versions
Notes pertaining to implementation or compliance
Standard references
Standard supplements
Procedures
Practices
Guidelines
Training references
Technical references
White papers
Internet links to related information

Data Retention

Each Regional Standard shall identify the data retention requirements and assignment
of responsibility for data archiving.

Mitigation Time
Horizon

Each Regional Standard shall reference a mitigation time horizon (long-term planning;
operations planning; same-day operations; real-time operations and operations
assessment) for each requirement.

Regulatory
Directives
NERC Reliability
Standards

Each Regional Standard shall be consistent with Regulatory Directives, if applicable.
Each Regional Standard shall be consistent with related NERC reliability standards, as
applicable.
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APPENDIX D – REGISTERED BALLOT BODY (RBB) REGISTRATION
PROCEDURES
The RBB comprises all organizations and entities that:
1. qualify for one of the segments, and
2. are registered with MRO as ballot participants in the voting on standards, and
3. are current with any MRO designated fees associated with this program. Designated
fees are defined as fees associated with the Standards Development process. At this
time, there are no fees for registration.
Each entity, when initially registering to join the RBB, and will self-select to belong to one or more of the segments
described below.
The SPM shall review all applications for joining the RBB, and make a determination of whether the self-selection
satisfies at least one of the guidelines to belong to that segment. The entity will then be “credentialed” to participate
as a voting member of that segment. The CMEPAC will decide disputes, with an appeal to the OGOC.
In order to comment or vote you must have an active membership in the RBB. When you submit your registration
request, you are placed in a “pending stage” until your account is activated. Activation of your account may take up
to 24 hours. You will be unable to submit comments or vote until your account is activated.
All registrations must be done electronically. There is no fee for registration at this time.

Segment Qualification Guidelines
The segment qualification guidelines are inclusive; i.e., any entity with a legitimate interest in the electric industry
that can meet any one of the guidelines for a segment is entitled to belong to and vote in that segment. Only one vote
per entity per segment is permitted.
The general guidelines for all segments are:
•

Corporations or organizations with integrated operations or with affiliates that qualify
to belong to more than one segment (e.g., Transmission Owners and Load Serving
Entities) may belong to each of the segments in which they qualify, provided that each
segment constitutes a separate membership in the RBB and is represented by a
different representative. Only one vote per entity, per segment registered is allowed.

•

Corporations, organizations, and entities may participate freely in all subgroups.

•

After their initial selection, registered participants may apply to change segments with
thirty (30) days’ notice to the SPM. In addition, a registered participant cannot change
segments during a balloting period once the participant has cast a vote or designated
a proxy.

•

Additionally, the SPM may change a participant segment under certain circumstances.
These circumstances will be approved by the CMEPAC and posted electronically.

•

The qualification guidelines and rules for joining segments, as listed below, will be
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reviewed periodically by the CMEPAC to ensure that the process continues to be fair,
open, balanced, and inclusive. Public input shall be solicited in the review of these
guidelines.
•

Since all balloting of standards will be done electronically, any registered participant
may designate an agent or proxy to vote on its behalf. There are no limits on how many
proxies an agent may hold. However, the MRO must have in its possession, either in
writing or by e-mail, documentation that the voting right by proxy has been transferred
from the registered participant to the agent prior to casting any vote.

Segments
Segment 1: Transmission Owners
a. Any entity within the MRO region that owns or controls at least 200 circuit miles of
integrated transmission facilities,or has an Open Access Transmission Tariff or
equivalent on file with a regulatory authority.
b. Transmission owners within the MRO region that have placed their transmission under
the operational control of an RTO.
c. Independent transmission companies or organizations, merchant transmission
developers, and transmission companies (TRANSCOs) that are in the MRO region
and are not RTOs.
d. Excludes RTOs, RCs and ISOs (that are eligible to belong to Segment 2).
Segment 2: Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs), Regional Transmission Group (RTG),
Independent System Operators (ISOs), Reliability Organizations, and Reliability Coordinators
a. Authorized by appropriate regulator to operate as an RTO, RTG, or ISO within or
adjacent to MRO.
b. Reliability Organizations certified by NERC or its successor.
c. Reliability Coordinators within or adjacent to MRO.
d. In cases where the RTO or ISO and the RC have exactly the same geographic
boundary, both may belong to this segment as long as they are separate entities.
e. A voluntary organization of transmission owners, transmission users, and other entities
approved by the Commission to efficiently coordinate transmission planning (and
expansion), operation and use on a regional (and interregional) basis.
Segment 3: Load-Serving Entities (LSEs)
a. Entities within the MRO region serving end-use customers under a regulated tariff, a
contract governed by a regulatory tariff, or other legal obligation to serve.
b. A member within the MRO region of a generation and transmission (G&T) cooperative
or a joint-action agency is permitted to designate the G&T or joint- action agency to
represent it in this segment; such designation does not preclude the G&T or joint-action
agency from participation and voting in another segment representing its direct
interests.
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Segment 4: Electric Generators
a. Affiliated and independent generators within the MRO region.
b. A corporation that sets up separate corporate entities for each one or two generating
plants within the MRO region in which it is involved may only have one vote in this
segment regardless of how many single-plant or two-plant corporations the parent
corporation has established or is involved in.
Segment 5: Electricity Brokers, Aggregators, and Marketers
a. Entities serving end-use customers under a power marketing agreement or other
authorization not classified as a regulated tariff.
b. An entity that buys, sells, or brokers energy and related services for resale in wholesale
or retail markets, whether a non-jurisdictional entity operating within its charter or an
entity licensed by a jurisdictional regulator.
c. G&T cooperatives and joint-action agencies that perform as an electricity broker,
aggregator, or marketer function are permitted to belong to this segment.
Segment 6: Electricity End Users
a. Service delivery taken within the MRO region that is not purchased for resale.
b. Agents, associations, consumer advocates can represent groups of end users or a
transmission dependent utility. A Transmission Dependent Utility (TDU) is defined as
an entity that relies on another entity for transmission service to service the majority of
their contractual loads.
Segment 7: Federal, State, and Provincial Regulatory or other Government Entities
a. Does not include Power Marketing Administration or Federal Power Marketing Agency
(PMAs) or Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA).
b. May include Public Utility Commissions (PUCs).
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APPENDIX E – BALLOTING EXAMPLES
The MRO voting mechanism differs from NERC in that a quorum is established if at least four Segments have
submitted an affirmative, negative, or abstention vote. A majority vote within a Segment is determined based on the
affirmative and negative votes. A Standard is approved if at least two-thirds of the voting Segments have an
affirmative vote. The following are examples of potential voting scenarios. The yellow areas indicate where a
Segment did not cast a vote. The green areas with bold numbers represent majority votes within a Segment.
Example RBB
Segment

Number
Registered in the
RBB

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Transmission Owners
RTO’s, ISO’s, RRO’s & Reliability Coordinators
Load Serving Entities
Electric Generators
Electricity Brokers, Aggregators, & Marketers
Electricity End Users
Federal, State, & Provincial Regulatory or other
Government Entities
Totals

15
4
16
21
7
6
8
77

Example 1 – A quorum has been established with 5 of the 7 Segments having registered an affirmative, negative, or
an abstention vote. Two-thirds of the Segments (4 of 5 voting Segments) have voted to approve the Standard. The
Standard is approved.
Ballot
Segment
Pool
1. Transmission Owners
15
2. RTO’s, ISO’s, RRO’s & Reliability
4
Coordinators
3. Load Serving Entities
16
4. Electric Generators
21
5. Electricity
Brokers,
7
Aggregators, & Marketers
6. Electricity End Users
6
7. Federal, State, & Provincial
Regulatory
or
other
8
Government Entities
Totals
77

PREPARED BY: MRO CMEPAC

Votes
Affirmative
Votes
10

Negative
Votes
2

Abstain
Votes
1

No
Ballot
2

3

0

0

1

3
13

6
0

2
1

5
7

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

6

3

0

1

4
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Example 2 – A quorum has been established with 4 of the 7 Segments having registered an affirmative, negative,
or an abstention vote. Less than two-thirds of the Segments (1 of 4 voting Segments) have voted to approve the
Standard. The Standard is NOT approved.
Ballot
Segment
Pool
1. Transmission Owners
15
2. RTO’s, ISO’s, RRO’s & Reliability
4
Coordinators
3. Load Serving Entities
16
4. Electric Generators
21
5. Electricity
Brokers,
7
Aggregators, & Marketers
6. Electricity End Users
6
7. Federal, State, & Provincial
Regulatory
or
other
8
Government Entities
Totals
77

Votes
Affirmative
Votes
10

Negative
Votes
2

Abstain
Votes
1

No
Ballot
2

1

2

0

1

3
0

6
0

2
0

5
21

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

6

0

3

1

4

Example 3 – A quorum has not been established because only 3 of the 7 Segments have registered an affirmative,
negative, or an abstention vote. The Standard is NOT approved because of a lack of a quorum.
Votes
Segment
1. Transmission Owners
2. RTO’s, ISO’s, RRO’s & Reliability
Coordinators
3. Load Serving Entities
4. Electric Generators
5. Electricity
Brokers,
Aggregators, & Marketers
6. Electricity End Users
7. Federal, State, & Provincial
Regulatory
or
other
Government Entities
Totals

Ballot
Pool
15

Affirmative
Votes

Negative
Votes

Abstain
Votes

No
Ballot

10

2

1

2

4

4

0

0

0

16
21

3
0

6
0

2
0

5
21

7

0

0

0

7

6

0

0

0

6

8

0

0

0

8

77

PREPARED BY: MRO CMEPAC
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Example 4 – A quorum has been established with 6 of the 7 Segments having registered an affirmative,
negative, or an abstention vote. The Standard is NOT approved because two-thirds of the Segments did
not cast an affirmative vote. Segment 2’s vote is considered negative because a majority did not cast an
affirmative vote.

Segment
1. Transmission Owners
2. RTO’s, ISO’s, RRO’s & Reliability
Coordinators
3. Load Serving Entities
4. Electric Generators
5. Electricity
Brokers,
Aggregators, & Marketers
6. Electricity End Users
7. Federal, State, & Provincial
Regulatory
or
other
Government Entities
Totals

Ballot
Pool
15

Votes
Affirmative
Votes
10

Negative
Votes
2

Abstain
Votes
1

No
Ballot
2

4

2

2

0

0

16
21

3
10

6
9

2
1

5
1

7

4

3

0

0

6

0

0

0

6

8

2

3

0

3

77

PREPARED BY: MRO CMEPAC
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AGENDA 3
Consent Agenda
d. Uncontested Chair/Vice Chair
Jeff Norman, Technical Liaison CMEPAC

Action

Vote to approve nominations received for chair and vice chair.

Report

Carl Stelly nominated for the position of chair and Terri Pyle nominated for the position of vice chair. No
other nominations were received during the nomination solicitation period.
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AGENDA 4
2021 Work Plan
Chair, Carl Stelly

Action

Finalize 2021 work plan and vote to recommend to OGOC for approval.

Report

The draft work plan is available on the CMEPAC Collaboration site. It will also be presented during the
meeting. Please come prepared to discuss any proposed revisions or additions to the work plan.
Beginning on the next page is the feedback received on the CMEPAC's webinars Audit Experiences
in a Virtual Environment and PER-006-1 Specific Training for Personnel.

MRO CMEPAC Audit Experience in a Virtual Environment

Q1 Overall, How would you rate the event?
Answered: 20

Skipped: 0

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Excellent

25.00%

5

Very Good

65.00%

13

Good

10.00%

2

Fair

0.00%

0

Poor

0.00%

0

TOTAL

20
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MRO CMEPAC Audit Experience in a Virtual Environment

Q2 What did you like the most about the event?
Answered: 17

Skipped: 3

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The opportunity to hear other companies experiances.

12/21/2020 11:58 AM

2

The topics

12/21/2020 6:07 AM

3

I enjoyed the candid discussion and all of the helpful tips for preparing for an audit in a virtual
environment

12/18/2020 1:58 PM

4

speakers attitude towards compliance

12/18/2020 12:18 PM

5

sharing actual audit experiences, processes, communications, etc.!

12/18/2020 10:56 AM

6

Hearing from the entities as to what they believe worked well and what needed improvements

12/18/2020 10:51 AM

7

Having two different speakers with unique experiences

12/18/2020 10:50 AM

8

Information sharing about practical techniques to prepare and operate in virutal audits

12/18/2020 10:50 AM

9

Getting a glimpse into how these audits are conducted virtually.

12/18/2020 10:42 AM

10

Learning the different experiences from the 2 presenting companies and comparing to our own.

12/18/2020 10:35 AM

11

real life examples, situations

12/18/2020 10:30 AM

12

Hearing what many of the customers have experienced

12/18/2020 10:29 AM

13

The information within the presentations

12/18/2020 10:27 AM

14

The strategies adopted during the virtual audits (virtual war rooms, skype for communicating
internally, etc.)

12/18/2020 9:54 AM

15

Learning how the separation of employees and virtual side was handled.

12/18/2020 9:18 AM

16

It was nice hearing what experiences and lessons learned other entities have from the virtual
audits since it's likely to continue for awhile.

12/18/2020 8:08 AM

17

The feedback of those that have undergone an offsite audit.

12/17/2020 1:59 PM
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MRO CMEPAC Audit Experience in a Virtual Environment

Q3 What would have made the event more valuable?
Answered: 11

Skipped: 9

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

More discussion on small entity audit experiences.

12/21/2020 11:58 AM

2

Presenters were peers who provided insight on their experience

12/21/2020 6:07 AM

3

I think maybe having the event be longer than one hour. It would've been nice if there was
another entity that could discuss their experience, and also leave 20-30 minutes for questions
and discussion at the end.

12/18/2020 1:58 PM

4

nothing

12/18/2020 12:18 PM

5

Cannot think of anything at present

12/18/2020 10:51 AM

6

nothing

12/18/2020 10:50 AM

7

It was quite valuable

12/18/2020 10:50 AM

8

N/A

12/18/2020 10:42 AM

9

I think everything was great

12/18/2020 10:29 AM

10

n/a

12/18/2020 8:08 AM

11

NA

12/17/2020 1:59 PM
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MRO CMEPAC Audit Experience in a Virtual Environment

Q4 If you have an idea or suggestion for a future events please list below:
Answered: 8

Skipped: 12

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Discussions on COVID-19 protocols after the vaccine.

12/21/2020 11:58 AM

2

More like these

12/21/2020 6:07 AM

3

no

12/18/2020 12:18 PM

4

n/a

12/18/2020 10:50 AM

5

More audit experiences!

12/18/2020 10:42 AM

6

Nothing now

12/18/2020 10:29 AM

7

n/a

12/18/2020 8:08 AM

8

From the MRO's POV, what standards/requirements are of most concern (i.e. violated).

12/17/2020 1:59 PM
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MRO CMEPAC Audit Experience in a Virtual Environment

Q5 Comments:
Answered: 11

Skipped: 9

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Thank you so much for providing this webinar. Terri and Thad did a great job!

12/18/2020 1:58 PM

2

another good webinar

12/18/2020 12:18 PM

3

Thanks for organizing this event. It is always better entities share their experience and lessons
learned with others. This helps us to identify best industry practices and how to enhance
internal controls

12/18/2020 11:07 AM

4

Excellent

12/18/2020 10:56 AM

5

Great webinar. Terri and Thad did an excellent job.

12/18/2020 10:42 AM

6

Thanks

12/18/2020 10:35 AM

7

No comments

12/18/2020 10:29 AM

8

Thanks to the presenters for their time. It was beneficial.

12/18/2020 9:18 AM

9

Thanks for the effort to bring this information to everyone.

12/18/2020 8:08 AM

10

This particular webinar duplicates the MCCF's audit experiences.

12/17/2020 1:59 PM

11

Thank you, I have the calls to be very beneficial.

12/17/2020 1:59 PM
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MRO CMEPAC PER-006-1 Specific Training for Personnel Webinar

Q1 Overall, How would you rate the event?
Answered: 32

Skipped: 0

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Excellent

59.38%

19

Very Good

31.25%

10

Good

9.38%

3

Fair

0.00%

0

Poor

0.00%

0

TOTAL

32
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MRO CMEPAC PER-006-1 Specific Training for Personnel Webinar

Q2 What did you like the most about the event?
Answered: 30

Skipped: 2

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

good summary of the new standard

1/21/2021 3:00 PM

2

For us smaller entities I appreciate these webex's on new standards and the discussion on
how to become better prepared to be in compliance with the NERC Standard

1/20/2021 11:47 AM

3

It was a relevant topic

1/20/2021 11:29 AM

4

The 'who' and 'what' being discussed and defined.

1/20/2021 10:55 AM

5

Discussion

1/20/2021 8:14 AM

6

Info passed on in timely manner, ability to ask questions

1/20/2021 6:07 AM

7

Specific and useable recommendations were provided.

1/19/2021 9:18 PM

8

in depth look at the upcoming standard

1/19/2021 4:43 PM

9

Presenters knowledge

1/19/2021 3:37 PM

10

We are working on this standard right now.

1/19/2021 3:05 PM

11

Put on by a trainer from a Regional Entity! Joe did awesome

1/19/2021 3:04 PM

12

Practicable and applicable explanations to what is needed and why. Joe understands Nerc
requirements so thoroughly, and explains them in a way so easy to follow.

1/19/2021 3:03 PM

13

Great explanations and good use of examples.

1/19/2021 3:02 PM

14

Getting someone else's perspective

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

15

Discussion of the details and expectations of this standard

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

16

Joe's knowledge on the standard and Scott's ability to join and contribute

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

17

Detailed explanation of training requirements

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

18

Plenty of time for questions and great responses to the questions.

1/19/2021 3:00 PM

19

Detailed discussion

1/19/2021 3:00 PM

20

Joe DePoorter, his presentation style and his depth of knowledge!

1/19/2021 3:00 PM

21

He really dug into the details of the standard.

1/19/2021 2:59 PM

22

Good to have information regarding compliance approaches to upcoming enforceable
standards.

1/19/2021 2:59 PM

23

Information was clear and presented by an expert

1/19/2021 2:59 PM

24

Real life experience

1/19/2021 2:59 PM

25

The conversational nature of the presentation and the willingness to share perspective. This is
very helpful to someone newer to compliance.

1/19/2021 2:52 PM

26

Standard requirement explanations

1/19/2021 2:34 PM

27

It was breif and straight to the point.

1/19/2021 2:34 PM

28

Covered Important information and clearified other.

1/19/2021 2:31 PM

29

Detailed and fast

1/19/2021 2:31 PM

30

concise and informative.

1/19/2021 2:30 PM
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MRO CMEPAC PER-006-1 Specific Training for Personnel Webinar

Q3 What would have made the event more valuable?
Answered: 16

Skipped: 16

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

if the event was held a little earlier it would leave more time to address items in your own
program before the start deadline of the new standard

1/21/2021 3:00 PM

2

Having presentation from actual plant personnel on what they are providing

1/20/2021 11:29 AM

3

Stick to the requirements, not recommendations.

1/20/2021 10:55 AM

4

Clarity regarding if protection specific to each generation unit is acceptable, or if spcific training
for each generation unit is required.

1/20/2021 8:14 AM

5

Can't think of anything

1/19/2021 3:37 PM

6

None

1/19/2021 3:05 PM

7

Op. Functionality & emphasis on "Specific"

1/19/2021 3:04 PM

8

Nothing . It was perfect - thank you !!

1/19/2021 3:03 PM

9

Can't think of anything.

1/19/2021 3:02 PM

10

a clear definition of "Specific Training". I still see this as a point for disagreement during audit.

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

11

N/A

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

12

some examples in the presentation

1/19/2021 3:00 PM

13

I thought it was great

1/19/2021 2:59 PM

14

Example of training

1/19/2021 2:59 PM

15

NA, very valuable

1/19/2021 2:52 PM

16

N/A

1/19/2021 2:31 PM
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MRO CMEPAC PER-006-1 Specific Training for Personnel Webinar

Q4 If you have an idea or suggestion for a future events please list below:
Answered: 13

Skipped: 19

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

On future events in addition presentation from compliance staff, having personnel that are
responsible for performing work would be beneficial.

1/20/2021 11:29 AM

2

Clarity to number 3 would be very valuable.

1/20/2021 8:14 AM

3

Anything related to new 683 standards we are interested

1/19/2021 3:05 PM

4

Please continue this type of webinar, it was very helpful.

1/19/2021 3:04 PM

5

PRC-019 5 Year "Reassessment"

1/19/2021 3:04 PM

6

Any presentation on new or adjusted standards helps us

1/19/2021 3:03 PM

7

If more guidance or interpretations appear from NERC or the REs, then hold another webinar

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

8

new/revised standards

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

9

Other regulations

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

10

Consider having these for future new standards that are being rolled out.

1/19/2021 3:00 PM

11

Please continue to hold these events - they help enhance knowledge of upcoming
requirements.

1/19/2021 2:59 PM

12

Very helpful for new standards!

1/19/2021 2:52 PM

13

N/A

1/19/2021 2:31 PM
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MRO CMEPAC PER-006-1 Specific Training for Personnel Webinar

Q5 Comments:
Answered: 19

Skipped: 13

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The presenter and others who spoke in the evert were knowledgeable and worked to answer all
questions clearly as possible.

1/21/2021 3:00 PM

2

I appreciate all the training that MRO provides

1/20/2021 11:47 AM

3

Have a presentation from a Compliance person that tries to go above and beyond the standard
sends a confusing message to the audience. Having a second person from the power plant
side discuss their program would have been better served.

1/20/2021 11:29 AM

4

Joe does many things well, but he over reached it during the Q & A, and caused confusion.

1/20/2021 10:55 AM

5

Appreciate Joe's responses to difficult questions. I believe several of these questions require
NERC comment.

1/20/2021 8:14 AM

6

would join in the future, very good resource for new SME

1/20/2021 6:07 AM

7

Continue to provide information prior to standards effective date is extremely valuable

1/19/2021 3:37 PM

8

Excellent Job

1/19/2021 3:05 PM

9

Really enjoyed hearing how Joe/MGE approach was handled

1/19/2021 3:04 PM

10

Joe is an outstanding presenter - organized, thorough, good examples. Thank you!

1/19/2021 3:03 PM

11

Joe did a great job as presenter. I believe this was very helpful. Thank you, all.

1/19/2021 3:02 PM

12

Joe's knowledge on the subject was insightful and helpful. Not to long of a presentation but not
to short.

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

13

This helps.

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

14

I would appreciate similiar webinars on new/revised standards

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

15

Thanks for the details

1/19/2021 3:01 PM

16

Thank you Joe!

1/19/2021 3:00 PM

17

Thank you for preparing and presenting on this topic today

1/19/2021 2:52 PM

18

This was a good presentation

1/19/2021 2:34 PM

19

N/A

1/19/2021 2:31 PM
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AGENDA 5
2021 CMEP Conference Planning
Chair, Carl Stelly

Action

Discussion

Report

The CMEP Conference will be held virtually on July 27, 2021. We need to begin to formalize a theme and
agenda topics for this conference. You will find topics of interest gathered from various 2020 outreach
events starting on the next page.

Suggested Outreach Topics

Panel discussions for topical Q&A
IRA and COP - understanding the inputs
Compliance Program metrics and key performance metrics - internal message to stakeholders Executives, management, SMEs, etc
Risk based compliance - where is NERC/ERO on this? where are entities on this? are views
aligned?
Application of Standard Application Guides (SAGs) by MRO auditors. Roles of the various groups within M
update on upcoming standards
Since the next conference isn't until next year, ask this question again in the spring or early summer!
Maybe have a bit more time spent on upcoming new standards or changes to standards.
Holding one for CIP-003 or other self certifications
Continue these type of webinars (self-cert prep), clarifications on these activities are good.
Discussions on COVID-19 protocols after the vaccine.
More like these (Audit experience in virtual environment)
More audit experiences!
From the MRO's POV, what standards/requirements are of most concern (i.e. violated).
On future events in addition presentation from compliance staff, having personnel that are responsible fo
Clarity to number 3 would be very valuable.
Anything related to new 683 standards we are interested
Please continue this type of webinar (PER-006-1), it was very helpful.
PRC-019 5 Year "Reassessment"
Any presentation on new or adjusted standards helps us
new/revised standards
Other regulations
If more guidance or interpretations appear from NERC or the REs, then hold another webinar
Consider having these for future new standards that are being rolled out.
upcoming requirements.
Very helpful for new standards!
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AGENDA 6
CMEPAC Monthly Calls
Vice Chair, Teri Pyle

Action

Information

Report

Vice Chair Pyle will go over the CMEPAC Monthly Call metrics, on the next page, and give an update as
to how the calls are progressing.

CMEPAC Monthly Call Metrics
Month

Attendees

Average Duration of Attendees

October

54

47 Minutes

November

57

56 Minutes

December

47

48 Minutes

January

74

65 Minutes

Currently there are 116 registered for the monthly calls.
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AGENDA 7
AskCMEPAC
Chair, Carl Stelly

Action

Information

Report

Chair Stelly will go over the status of the e-mails submitted to the askCMEPAC exploder. The tracker is
available on the CMEPAC Collaboration site for your review.
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AGENDA 8
Readiness Assessment Pilot
Jess Syring

Action

Discussion

Report

In an effort to help entities prepare for expectations with the implementation of a new NERC Reliability
Standard or new versions of a standard, MRO would like to pilot a Readiness Assessment engagement
with the CMEPAC. Jess Syring will walk the members through this proposal and seek feedback.
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AGENDA 9
Standing Reports
a. NERC Compliance and Certification Committee (NERC CCC)
Thad Ness, CMEPAC and NERC CCC Member

Action

Information

Report

Thad Ness will provide an oral report during the meeting.
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AGENDA 9
Standing Reports
b. NERC Standards Review Forum (NSRF)
Joe DePoorter, CMEPAC Member and Chair NSRF

Action

Information

Report

The MRO NSRF continues to review, make comments and provide voting recommendation to the MRO
members and guest on all NERC Reliability Standard Projects. There continues to be a slight decline in the
Projects for the Forum to review; however, the Forum still reviews every posted Project by a lead agent of
the Forum. This allows one person to summarize all comments from MRO members and establishes a
common platform that not only benefits the MRO members but should enhance the reliability and security
of the bulk power system.
Areas of Focus
The NSRF’s area of focus will be to review the Standards as laid out in the current Reliability Standards
Development Plan, established by NERC.
Accomplishments
The NSRF is currently reviewing the Standards Authorization Request (SAR) to update PRC-005-6 under
Project 2019-04. The NSRF is also reviewing Project 2019-06, Cold Weather and Project 2016-02
Modification to all CIP Standards.
The NSRF is also welcoming our new Members, Chris Bills (CIPL), Marc Gomez (SWPA), Matt Harwood
(SPP) and Seth Shoemaker (MPW). These new Members will add to the professionalism of the MRO
NSRF and I look forward to their input to the NERC Standards Development process.
Challenges
The NSRF is a volunteer Forum that is comprised of utility professionals who understand that all NERC
Reliability Standards must mitigate either a current risk or emerging risk to the BPS. The NSRF is building
on the foundation that the CMEPAC and MRO Staff has set for our current and future state of reliability.
Our challenge is to continually have a single voice that represents the entire MRO membership.
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AGENDA 9
Standing Reports
c. Mid-Continent Compliance Forum (MCCF)
Mark Buchholz, CMEPAC and MCCF Member

Action

Information

Report

The Mid-Continent Compliance Forum (MCCF) provides Registered Entities in the MRO footprint of the
Eastern Interconnection a venue to share knowledge, lessons learned and best practices regarding
compliance matters. The MCCF Steering Committee is established to coordinate MCCF meetings, develop
meetings agendas, and communicate on compliance matters and actions by MCCF members. MCCF
Steering Committee meets monthly via conference call or WebEx.
Since the last MRO CMEP Meeting, the MCCF Steering Committee last met on January 21, 2021 via
WebEx. Topics included election of MCCF Steering Committee Officers for 2021. The following individuals
were elected to one year officer terms; Kim Van Brimer (SPP) – Chair; JT Cawley (NPPD) – Vice Chair;
Mark Buchholz (WAPA) – Secretary; and Shonda McCain (OPPD) – Treasurer. New members elected to
the MCCF Steering Committee include Angela Wheat (SWPA); Sing Tay (OG&E); and Mike Brytowski
(GRE). Discussion ensued regarding the MRO Compliance Workshop scheduled for July 2021 and
possible dates for the 2021 MCCF Spring and Fall Forums. The MCCF Steering Committee is in the
process of determining topics for the Spring Forum based upon feedback from the membership.
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AGENDA 9
Standing Reports
d. SPP Reliability Compliance Advisory Group (RCAG)
Mark Buchholz, CMEPAC and RCAG Member

Action

Information

Report

The SPP Reliability Compliance Advisory Group (RCAG) provides guidance on policy issues to the SPP
RTO on reliability compliance activities of federal or regional regulators, or committees. It also provides
expertise to other SPP Working Groups on membership issues related to regional compliance matters
specific to execution, interpretation or implementation of federal or regional regulatory requirements. The
RCWG provides a stakeholder forum to encourage membership discussion of regional compliance issues
and provide a means to communicate collectively membership concerns or issues with SPP RTO
Compliance staff on matters of NERC Reliability Standard Compliance.
Since the last MRO CMEP Meeting, the SPP RCWG met on January 11, 2021 via WebEx. Meeting
minutes are available on the SPP.org website. Topics included: SPP RCAG Scope Changes, Reference
document revisions to the SPP Data Specification, the 2020 RCWG Effectiveness Survey, and the
schedule the 2021 RCAG meetings. SPP offices will be closed through April 1, 2021. No stakeholder
meetings will be scheduled on-site for the foreseeable future. SPP travel restrictions are still in place.
The next SPP RCAG Meeting is scheduled for March 8, 2021 via WebEx.
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AGENDA 10
Review of Action Items

Desirée Sawyer, CMEPAC Technical Support Staff

Action

Discussion

Report
Desirée Sawyer will review all open action items and will discuss all action items logged from this meeting.
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AGENDA 11
Other Business and Adjourn
Chair, Carl Stelly

Action

Information

Report

Chair Stelly will call for any other business and once all business handled the meeting will adjourn.

